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turned out to be a very simple thing.

With about one hundred and twenty
and twenty demonstrative elements
dictionary and a

demands

of

rich

enough

concepts

radical

could build up a
to

supplv

Shakespeare; and surely more than

language can

my

grammar

we

fairly

be called upon to supply.

the

all

that,
I

no

stated

had succeeded in reducing all
actual roots of Sanskrit, about eight hundred in number,
to one hundred and twenty-one concepts, but I added
that the number of concepts might easily have been rein

duced

last lecture that

still

further.

the pliancy of our

I

The

fecundity of these

roots and

fundamental concepts are perfectly

you take the concept of uniting, or puttwo and two together, you find it expressed by seven-

astounding.
ting

If

teen different roots.

No

Some meant

to

others to sow, to weave, to bunch, to roll, to tie.
But every one of them might have been generalized and

plait,

afterward again specialized to such an extent that

it

could have supplied every verb, noun, adjective or ad-

verb expressive of some kind of union that
;

root might,

if

necessary, have done the

is

work

to say,

one

of seven-

We

German

que/;

we

what runs

across and out of this a

name

for

every kind of oddity or extravagance has been formed.

What we

call

righteous was originally* conceived

as

right and. straight, straightforward; and the root of right
is

ARG,

which means

lead,

to

and

also rux, a ruler, a king, royal

the

German gahe,

going

it.

I

going,

literally

'apil is." like

to steer,
all

the

or, as

from which

Gay

rest.

we now

smoke " rapturous, from
;

is

say,

rapio,

what carries us away. Noble, Latin nobilis, from the
root GNA, to know, meant originally " worth knowing," which gives us a high idea of the Roman nobility,
at least in its first

" one of nature's
is still

all

own noblemen,"

the original meaning

faintly perceptible.

What
break

In Kingley's expression,

beginnings.

in

that

I

wish you

to see

language, that

is

old

is

new, and

all

is,

that there never

that

that

if

is

we

new

in

it

is

was any
old,

and

take a»y of the eight

hundred primitive roots, or any of the one hundred and
twenty simple concepts, we can derive from it any
quantity of words to satisfy every fancy of our mind.
Take, for instance, the root Y AS, which in a primitive
state of society expressed the act of tethering or snaring.

In Sanskrit this root helps us to express cattle; pasu,

teen.

which
'

make or cut of a garworn by a primitive

do not imagine that anything will
call queer to the primitive and
Still, queer is only the
sober ancestors of our race.

doubt, every one of these roots

had originally a more special meaning.

as

hunter, or of the most stylish sealskin dolmanette of the

present season.

have seemed what

Language, under the microscope of the comparative philologist, has

ment, whether of a raw skin,
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cattle;

is

Latin pecus, Gothic faihu, German vieh,
pecunia and pecus, our lawyer's fee. It

the

also
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supplies, besides, pasa, fetter,

when we have

a

word

and similar words.

for animal, such as pecus,

Now,
we have

COURT.
German this root is bifurcated, being either fah
Thus fallen in modern German is to catch,

In
or

fang.

also the material for expressing such concepts as peculiar,
the transition of meaning being clear enough from pecu-

but

lium, one's private property, to peculiaris, anything that

afterward capable, clever; and Fdhigkeit

is

own,

one's

vidual, and,

— anything

it

may

that

be, odd.

siren songs of language,

is

proper, singular, indi-

It is difficult

and not

to

the

resist

to follow her into all

her flights of imagination.

hear

it,

Every word, as soon as we
and distant memories. They
thin gossamer filaments in autumn.

carries us off to near

float

about us like

But

we must

for the present resist the temptation of
catching at them, and confine our attention to a few only
of the principal concepts, expressed by means of our
root PAkS".
In Greek, then, this rootdoes not only supply

the concept of fastening, but also that of standing

means "I stand

nbrrrya

fast,"

and

this

is

a

fast.

great step

We

I make fast."
have here the constantlyrecurring process of a root expressive of an act becoming a root expressive of a state. Again, what is " made

beyond "

fast

means not only what

"

what

is

compact and
Rime, frost,

is

curdled and frozen.

are expressed

by

to be

but also

hoar-frost,

all

this root; besides this, the ice, or the

scum on the surface

—comes

solid,

of milk,

— any raised surface,

in fact,

mound, a hill, as, for
instance, Areopagus, the hill of Ares at Athens, and the
great council held there.
What is thick is called from
the same root, TrayiV, from which pachy-dermatous, or
thick-skinned.
Lastly, as we say twofold, from folding,
the Greeks said u-n-ai, once, literally " one stick;"
called

German Ein-fach.
If we look to Latin we
Here such

a

wayoc,

talent.

making

peace,

by the root FAS, in paciscor, pact its sum,
pax, peace, pacare to pacify, and this pacare helps us
to express the idea of payment, for to pay was originally
conceived as to pacify, just as a quittance was a quieting.
It is so difficult, as I said just

of following language

that,

now,

to resist the

through

all

tempta-

her vagaries.

one cannot help thinking of the different

shades of meaning which so simple and harmless a word
as quietus is able to reflect.
Quietus in English is not

only quiet, but also quite, entirely, as in quyte and dene,
i.

quietly and cleanly, that

e.,

Fair has

Gothic fagr-s,

also been traced to

literally

able to clutch, but

is the name for
Anglo Saxon facger,

then beautiful, then kind.

fit,

taker, just as

fang

English

in

is

a tusk or a claw.

lich

may

express receptive, but also sympathetic, senti-

mental, and
it

Unterfangen

all that.

is

All this is only meant to give you an idea of the
enormous variety of thought that can be traced back,
and, as a matter of fact, took its rise from one single
root such as PA6", to tether.
Whether we speak of
peculiar people or of peace of mind, of pagans or of
the propagation of the gospel, of a

page

Gefingniss, prison, or of ein
cmpfdngliches Hcrz, a susceptible heart, we do it all by

means

same primary concept,

of one and the

is,

altogether; while the

Multiply that power eight hundred times,

1

,

propdgo, a layer, then
pdgus, a settlement, a
paganus, a pagan, a heathen.

village,

and from

it

is

is

also

is

to

—

represents the simplest miracle in the world.

Let us

now

turn our eyes on thought.

very perplexing thing?

ward

like the

-Is

it

Is

thought a

very complicated, way-

wind, tortuous like the convolutions of the
It seems so.

brain, inscrutable like the sidereal nebulae?
If

anything

our mind;

is

mysterious,

anything

if

is

it

has often been said

wonderful

it is

has been achieved by that old wizard.

pdgina, a page, there

— that

any one of the eight hundred roots and draw
from them as Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and German have
drawn from that one root PA-S
and you will see that a
language with such a capital might be as rich as Croesus.
We have now learned what language is, what it is
made of, and we are, I think, justified in saying that it

pdx and peace. We find in Latin
number of words and derivatives all springing from the same root.
There is pignits, a pledge,
to return to

a large

is

— PA.S,

say, take

strains

there

of writing or

of the Areopagus, of

modest, bashful or retired.

offspring in general; there

to undertake, but

has the by-sense of a bold undertaking.

is

But

All

words are only like peaks standing out by themselves,
but if we had time we should find every one of them
surrounded by greater or smaller heights all leading up
to the same summit.
The one verb fangen enables us
Anto express an infinity of thoughts in German.
fangen means to begin, Um-fangen means to embrace,
verfangen means to catch, from which vcrfinglich, literally perplexing, as einc verfdngliche Frage, an awkward question. Fmpfangen means to receive, empfdng-

same word, after passing through French, appears once
more as coy and coyish, a word of a very peculiar flavor,
which can only be approximately rendered by quiet,

still

On

meant

these

But when one speaks of quietus and giving the quietus,
all

Fdhig means

the other hand, finger seems originally to have

an equally large harvest.

find

coiTcepts as settling, agreeing,

in

and

which gefangen, captured,

fangen, from

to tether.

are expressed

tion

also

Gefingniss, prison.

ing;

if

anything

our reason.

lifts

Even

us above the

those

who

it is

our understand-

whole

of creation

it

use sober and subdued

language about everything else, break out into rapturous
when they speak about the intellect and all that
I shall try to

show you

that nothing

is

so easy to be

understood as our understanding, nothing so perfectly
reasonable as our reason, and that the whole of our
intellect, all
sist in

the tricks of the wizard in our brain, con-

nothing but

— addition and subtraction.

:

THE OPEN COURT.
This is no new discovery, but it is a discovery that is
One of the cleverest and
very apt to be forgotten
most consecutive thinkers whom this country or the
!

world has produced

— declared,

—

I

quote the words of Stuart Mill

more than two hundred years ago,

that

This sounds very discouraging; but you have only

Hobbes was perfectly
And not only Hobbes, but much more ancient
right.
philosophers too. Whoever it was that invented the
word cogito, knew that to think was to combine, for
cogito stands for co-agito and means to co-agitate, to
and you will

try

to

that

find

bring together, to combine; and
not combine two or

many

time separating them from

Whoever found
same

the

clear that

we

can-

things without at the same
all

the

rest.

word

out the
Intellect

lesson.

it is

that nothing need be said about it.
True philosophy,
on the contrary, knows of nothing more difficult, more

perplexing, more beyond the reach of all our reasoning
powers than what is called experience. Kant's whole

had learnt
stand for inter-lcct, and
intellect,

may be

philosophy

"How

thinking consisted simply in addition and subtraction.

which other builders

the animals

—they seem

Why
hear?

Any

one can understand

higher

game

for real philosophers.

the contrary, that there

derstanding,

is

able to achieve.

as little

negative, that
that

A

A

is

to the

A

saying

edge, so far as

A

can do no more than to say
saying

in

A

is

B,

we

is

B, or

simply add

sum already comprehended under B, while in
is not B, we subtract A from the sum that can

be comprehended under B.

why

But

should

it

be considered

as

lowering our

status, if what we call thinking turns out to be no
more than adding and subtracting? Mathematics in the

high

end consists of nothing but addition and subtraction, and
think of the wonderful achievements of a Newton or a
Gauss, achievements before which ordinary mortals like

To my mind

myself stand simply aghast.

nothing

is

greater than to see the greatest results achieved by the
smallest means, and

we most

which

such natural

processes

we may

surely

belonged

our race has completed the work

if

admire, the temple of our intellect, by
as

combining and separating)

be as proud to belong to

it

as

if

we

to a race of giants or angels.

There is nothing new in all this, it is one of those
open secrets which are not often mentioned, but which
everybody knows, as soon as they are mentioned, though
it
may be that some people do not like to be reminded

we

from despising
should rather

systems of philosophy

what

called experience,

is

is

supposed

to

and

have been

this so-called

be so obvious, so natural, so

built

upon

experience
intelligible,

much

is

seems, on

Our sensuous knowl-

is

obvious, palpable

as

it

down on

fall

unknown, the unknowable,
But though this beyond
an

and plain,

our knees before

it

we

as the

the beyond.

— what Kant

calls

das Ding

must forever remain unknown, we know at
least what we have made of it
that is, we know what
it has become when we know it.
I need not dwell in
this place on the well-worn argument that we never can
know a thing as it is by itself. To know a thing by
itself would mean to know it, not as we know it, but 'as
we do not know it, and that is clearly self-contradictory.
Then what do we know? We never know things, but
sick,

—

we
feel

are conscious of our sensations only.

We

first

pain and pleasure, hot and cold, sweet and

of

all

bitter,

is feeling and
not yet knowing.
In order to
change feeling into knowledge, we must first of all look
upon our feelings as caused by something. There is no

but that

reason

why we

should do so, except what we choose to
what Schopenhauer calls the category of

call reason, or

A

causality.

imagine,

is

it

we

all

we

it

into

is

proof that we are not

a

sensualistic philosophers

we

receive an impression,

our postulate,

it

is

us."

That

our doing;

create out of the sensations of

it

which

are conscious.

But not only do we create
the things, but

we

this objective

we

place

world of ours,

place them, not within us,

the sensations are, but without us, that
secondly,

simply receives
something that

Something has impressed

something, however,
alone

The best

Locke and

that we, as soon as

simply what

tablet,

does not change

are driven to say, "

is

wax

tab/ila rasa, a

an impression,

caused the impression.

Whole

it

concerned, will always remain the standing miracle of our life on earth. So far

tabula rasa, as

see or hear, or smell or touch.

and there

To me

We

understand.

But though the process of thinking, that is of adding and subtracting, is so simple, much depends of
course on what we combine or separate.
Now what is
it that we combine and
separate?
Most people would
answer, we combine and separate what is given us by
our senses, and they might say again, that nothing can

we

that,

nothing more mysterious than
can understand our un-

material

its

of them.

be simpler than what

not, therefore,

it

can reason out our reason, but we can
understand what we see and hear, as we can see

and hear what

Now

is

we

our propositions are either affirmative or

we

is

senses give us.

on logic will teach you the same lesson,

not B.

and

to say,

knowledge which man possesses?
trouble about what we can handle and see and

the lowest kind of

to

all

become the head-stone

is

It is curious to see how the senses and what they
give us are treated with undisguised contempt by many
so-called philosophers.
Do we not share our senses with

what the

that

refused,

of the corner.

meant originally to interlace, to bind together,
combine, and that is all that the intellect is meant and

namely

be founded on the question
Here, too, the stone

said to

experience possible?"

is

inter-lego,

Any book
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them without

us,

is,

in space.

where

And

not in a lump, but

;
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court.

there

rightly the necessary forms of sensuous intuition.

but what

This

may sound very

learned, but

really as sim-

it is

we be conscious of? Not
anything outside us for how should we get outside
ourselves? but something within us, something that we
And if we transform what is within
feel, our sensations.

What

ple as child's play.

can

—

something without us, of course it must be
some-where and that is what we call space, and it must
be somewhen, if we may say so, that is it must be in
What is nowhere and nowhen, is, as far as we
time.
But when we have got
are concerned, as if it were not.
us, into

—

so far,

when we have changed our

sensations into things

and when

that are supposed to cause our sensations,

have placed them one by the
after another, that

I

vibrations

produce

we

say then

how

sensations arise,

us consciousness

in

how

ethereal

of something,

becomes aesthesis, we do not know and
But having the sensations of light
never shall know.
or darkness within us, what do we know of any cause
Nothing.
We
of darkness or any cause of light?
light,
but
what
makes
simply suffer darkness, or enjoy
us suffer and what makes us rejoice, we do not know —

how

neurosis

we can express it.
And how do we express it? We may try what we
We may feel
like, we can express it in language only.
dark, but till we have a name for dark and are able to
till

we

what

is

not light, or light as

are not in a state of knowledge,

some time

actually visi-

when we shut our
eyes, but can be called back by the memory whenever
we please. Yes, we can call it back, but not till we can
call, that is, till we can name it.
In all our mental acts,
even in that of mere memory, we must be able to give
an account to ourselves of what we do, and how can we
do that except in language? Even in a dream we do
not know what we see, except we name it, that is, make
then vanishes more and more

knowable

to ourselves.

vanishes unheeded.
that case

react,

and

we

in that

Everything

We either are

else passes

simply suffering, and

require no language, or
case

we

by and

can react on what

we

act

is

given

and
us,

by language only. This is really a matter of fact and
not of argument.
Let any one try the experiment and
he will see that we can as little think without words as

we

blue.

is

name

We

for it?

naming

out

conveys

have only

and

it,

to us

is

we

to try to think of

sky and

shall find that

gone.

And

sky withall

that

it

so with everything else.

language has no name for

If a

is

are blue.

father-in- law, the

peo-

who speak it do not know what father-in-law is.
They know a person who is the father of their wife,

ple

supposing thev have names for wife and father, but they

know any

do not

what

a

circle is;

—

You may

name.

Try

father-in-law.

you can only do

point to a wheel;

it

him

rope, fastened to a pole,

a

to teach a savage

by giving him

a

— that will give him
You may

give

and making him

go

round, that will give him the percept of running round.

But the concept of

a circle,

and more particularly of a

perfect circle, cannot be produced or fixed in the mind,

except through a
said

that

name and

name, but how does he define
names.
he

he

If

calls

it

its

definition.

It

may be

geometrician can define a circle without a

a

Again, by means of
he uses a name; if

it?

calls a circle a figure,

plane figure, comprehended by a single curve

the most complicated combinations while playing chess

not darkness,

ejes, the impression remains for

in

the sky?
it

not sweet, tve are sweet; the sky

is

And who tells us anything about
How do we know that there is a sky and that
Should we know of a sky, if we had no

we

are only in a state of passive stupor.

is

often imagine that we can possess and retain,
even without language, certain pictures or phantarmata
that, for instance, when lightning has passed before our

it

Sugar

ours.

is

not blue,

We

what

ble,

may be millions of vibrations of luminous ether,
we call blue is ours, just as what we call sweet

dealing in names; and even if he called it a
mere something, he would still be within the spell of
names. We may try what we like, if we want to
think, if we want to add and to subtract, we can do it
in one way only, namely by names.
How is it, I have been asked, that people go through

distinguish darkness as

we

it?

the percept or presentation of a wheel.

Let us try the experiment.

?

say once more,

another, and one

space and time, can

in

is

we know them

that

side of

we

sky, or

know

But how do we
that the sky is blue.
Nothing can be blue without us. Outside

we know

one after another, in succession, or, as we call it, in time.
Space and time are necessities of that objective world
which we have created, and Kant calls them, therefore,

can breathe without lungs.

We

may

say, for instance, that

line,

he

is

and

all this

that

show

without uttering a single word?
that thought

the blue

Does not

possible without words, and,

intuition?
It may seem so, if we
it were, by mere
imagine that speech must always be audible, but we
have only to watch ourselves while writing a letter,
as

that

while speaking to a friend,

is,

a loud voice

is

in

not essential to speech.

order to see that
Besides, by long

usage speech has become so abbreviated that, as with

mathematical formulas, one sign or

hend long

trains of reasoning.

letter

And how

may comprewe imag-

can

we could play chess without language, however
however abbreviated, however algebraic? What

ine that
silent,

are

king, queen, bishops, knights, castles and pawns,

if

not names?

What

to

us, unless

they had

are the squares on the chessboard

been conceived and named

being square and neither round nor oblong?
I do not say, however, that king and queen

as

and

bishops are mere names.
Is there

we know

is

nothing

if

A

such a thing as a mere name?
it

is

not a nomen, that

is,

what

is

name is
known, or

THE OREN COURT.
Nomen was originally
that by which we know.
gnomen, from gnosco to know, and was almost the same
word as notio, a notion. A mere name is therefore selfIt means a name which i6 not a name;
contradictory.
but something quite different, namely a sound, a flatus
We do not call an empty egg-shell a mere egg,
vocis.
nor a corpse a mere man; then why should we call a
name without its true meaning, a mere name?
But if there is no such thing as a mere name, neither
is there such a thing as a mere thought or a mere conThe two are one and inseparable. We may discept.
tinguish them as we distinguish the obverse from the
reverse of a coin but to try to separate them would be
like trying to separate a convex from the concave surWe think in names and in names only.
face of a lens.
;

MONTGOMERY ON THE THEOLOGY OF EVOLU-

subsequent.

In these I have endeavored to confine
myself to observed phenomena as foundation materials.
I have not troubled myself to investigate extensively

the problem of cognition, since most of the prevalent
metaphysical idealism (in the modern sense) is mere

Part

A
to

gent co-workers

who

who

and

tion,

rienced

my

review of

If

I

it

correctly understands his posifairly

in discussion.

I

expe-

Dr. Montgomery's

But this is not my only satisam wrong I wish to know it, and I know
think better able to

I

show me my

any there be, than a man who is at the same
time scientist and metaphysician.
I have been desirous
error, if

of understanding

my

metaphysical objections to

the

now I have them so clearly expressed that he
may read. And I propose to examine these

views, and

who

runs

objections, and, in the language of Professor Tait,f to

my

use

"reason

as best I

can for the separation of the

from the metaphysics" which they contain.
I must make an appeal on behalf of the
a posteriori method and against the a priori method of
truth

In beginning,

do

not as against Dr.

this

Montgomery's method, which is generally, though not
always, a posteriori, but for the purpose of explaining

my own. The a posteriori method only can lead
knowledge of the universe as it is the a priori meth-

distinctly
to a

;

od leads either to credulity or skepticism;
to uncertainty.

It is

true that a system

in

either case

which

rests

on

observation and inference must be, in the present state
of

human knowledge,

incomplete.

It will display unfin-

defects incident to insufficient materials; but

be permanent and trustworthy as far as
that

claim

it

goes.

it

will

This

is

Theology of Evolution, most of which have been more
fully elaborated in other publications both prior and
all

*

I

A Lecture by

for

E. D. Cope.

t Properties oj Matter, p. 47.

the

Arnold

hypotheses

&

on which the

facts

Mind

one of

hypothesis rests are

theistic

and controlling

a primitive

is

1.

Co.

of

Philadelphia.

the

form of

the

in

movements

will directs,

in

of living beings,

thus giving rise to habits and automatic and reflex move-

ments of
2.

kinds.

all

The

evolution

the

ol

and therefore

organs,

of the entirety of the species of living things, has been

primarily due to movements inaugurated in consciousness
in the form of will within themselves, or to movements

which are the

reflex products of consciousness, all

under

the restrictions presented by the environment.

Both of the above propositions are amply sustained
by the facts of physiology, embryology and paleontology.
thesis.

Two

other

The

from the

propositions

of these

first

The

sciousness

integrity
in

is,

of

are

included

is

preceding, and
indicated

is

an

by the con-

are:

the

physical

basis of

planet, within certain

this

my

in

more remote inference

a

which

They

clusions of the latter.
3.

is

facts than either of the

interpretation of them,

con-

ranges of

temperature, maintained by a form of energy which is
not chemical, but which resists the action of true

chemism.

follows that the origin of protoplasm can-

It

not be traced to chemical energy alone,

energy of the

vital

may be

but to some

type which must have been a prop-

erty of a physical basis, not protoplasm.
sciousness

a

property

of

Hence con-

non-protoplasmic

physical bases.
4.

of

The

hypothesis that there

consciousness outside

of the

is

no physical basis
is,
from the

earth,

above point of view, and from a consideration of the
rules of probability, so improbable as to border on the
absurd.

Dr.
3

1SS7.

Consciousness

the beginning, the designed

ished designs, foundations without superstructures, and

many

And

these errors.

all

is the
doctrine of mental evolution as a corollary of biologic
evolution, which I think gives to idealism in the
Berkeleyan sense its final quietus.

;

I

in

the most important results of these so-called errors

investigation for the scientific as against the philosophical

and theological methods.

If the observations thus

property of matter, because,

I.

reading

in

method

a remarkable

opinions.

whom

no one

of

pleasure

this

faction.

represents

in the field.

accumulated are untrustworthy, as the idealistic school
would have us believe, it must be admitted that there is

briefly as follows:

COPE.

in our
modern obphenomena we have not only

the mutual aid rendered by one sense to another, but the
corroborative evidence of numerous capable and intelli-

The

E. D.

Moreover,

servations of natural

disputant can have no greater good fortune than

have an antagonist

quibbling.

verbal

TION.*
BY PROFESSOR

2S5

and

Montgomery does
4,

propositions

but
i

not consider propositions

he emphatically

and

2.

denies

According

to

the truth

of

him mind

in

THE OPEN
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various aspects

its

world,

material

out
ity

dynamically quite

is

the

two being

He

mutual interaction.
the supposition

in

my

or to

air,"

with-

absurd-

(will) controls

For

direction of energy, and hence of matter.
for other reasons he sees

but

logical

a

finds

mind

that

from the

distinct

parallel,

the

this

and

system "vanish into thin

wrecked on the rocks where so many

lie

have perished. I observe just here that
Dr. Montgomery runs no such risk, for he seems to

other craft

have no

boat

of

own.

his

Indeed,

among

he was safely ashore, stranded

should say,

I

the sands of self-

contradictory opinions, in which the feet sink at every

leaving the

step,

the position from

which he attempts
proposition

for the

a substitute

toward the truth

traveler

about

in

activities called

certers
realize

biol-

Part

Montgomery
and

tinctly

passage

In this

III.)

we

3, which he has previously (Part I)
denied.
The two propositions are again

adopted

Dr.

find

be distinctly affirming our propositions

to

(Part

end)

III,

argued away."

I

sis

Having shown
a

good deal of

In the

last sentfirst,

pro-

Both

statements are correct, but appear to be self-contradic-

the

of

well-known

and

denies

Montgomery does
contradiction.

fact of

not furnish the expla-

It

cryptopnoy,

furnished

is

in the

by the

organization of

These
well-known

interesting excur-

following leading

Montgomery

direct the

The

(3.)

"doctrine of the unspecialized"

because development of mind

That

(4) a deity

mind

Dr. Montgomery, but that in this instance he failed

that I

find

places

in

And

a similar

his

Part

I

interject here the observation

failure

III.

I

"to connect"

refer

unconscious

nature of various acts

with myself,

to affect

organism.

to

in

several

assertions of the

which he

believes,

This correct statement

of oft observed facts does not, in the least, invalidate
position that the

movements

in

my

question were inaugu-

They have passed through the
by cryptopnoy.

is

the

erroneous

is

dependent on organiza-

cannot be inferred from

so conceived

must be

my

inferior in

attributes to that of the lowest animal.

Objection to Control of Mind over Matter.
control matter at any time and place, or

1.

Does mind
does

not?

it

because

it

Dr.

Montgomery

says that

does not

it

cannot; and he undertakes to demonstrate that

by reference to the law of physics, as
this world of ours, only matter is movable and possesses momentum.
Only something which
is itself movable and in possession of momentum can
possibly impart motion to matter.
Mind as such is not
he

correct

is

follows:

"In

movable, and does not possess

connect them.

at

and because (a) the lowest animals are not conand (/') protoplasm itself is not a generalized sub-

tion,

cannot

to

of matis

foundation of the direction of evolution of living beings.

unconscious habits out of conscious beginnings.

to

denies (1) that

movements

therefore, that consciousness

(2),

me

generously gives

will consider his objec-

select the

and other expressions show that the

facts are

I

From many
I

Dr.

points of difference.

He

knowledge.
critic

and comfort,

discussions

premises, but

are mine.)

aid

my

that

tions in greater detail.

sions

stance.

gressive organization takes place unconsciously.

nation

of the "substratum" of personality as a pure specu-

lation in the present state of

medium as will best conduce to
And we know by means of pleasurable

ence consciousness takes the lead, but in the

tory, and Dr.

is

In most of his

views the present writer fullv agrees with Dr. Montgomery, but one difference is so radical as to throw

spontaneity enables us to place ourselves

italics

is

monist opposing

In the Part III, the physical basis

treated as existent and independent.

scious,

(The

p.

the contrary he

can "find matter only a superfluous impediment easily

or painful feelings which of the manifold influences
of the medium are affecting us beneficially a fid which
harmfully.''''

On

idealistic

"tridimensional realism," saying that the idealist

*

*

such relations to our

our welfare.

163) an

ter.

just as unconsciously as all other organizations. *
vital

my

I,

clearly

;

Only our

one time (Part

mind (consciousness) can

" The aid which sense-perception affords to organic
development cannot be overestimated but the progressive organization to which it ministers, takes place

in

cannot find that he distinctly admits

I

holding that form of doctrine.
at

His

be of the most pronounced dual-

to

as dis-

language;

following

the

in

character, but

istic

and emanating from nerve-

have conduced moie than any other influence to
the organic development of higher animals," etc.

(Criticism,

i

volitional

neither a realistic or an idealistic monist.

is

refer to the question of the control of will over energy
(and therefore matter), which the doctor denies, and
which I affirm. I can also only look upon his hypothe-

and that those special spontaneous

evolution,

He

philosophy appears

our philosophies into fundamentally different schools.

be scientifically proved against mechanical

in

Montgomery's position in the monisticobe somewhat difficult to define.

as

Thus,

to start.

ogy, that spontaneous activities have played the greatest
part

find Dr.

I

dualistic controversy to

that will controls the

direction of energy, he "fully admits as a leading proposition to

COURT.

move matter

ment, and as such

momentum;
This

(g. e. </.)."

is

unobjectionable.

is

therefore

it

a logical state-

But

it

does not

much less controvert, my proposition, which I
must now repeat, quoting from the Origin of the Fittest,
" The explanation" [of the control of mind
p. 427-8.
meet,

over matter] "can only be found
of the fact as
scious.

nor

less

it is,

If true, this
difficult

rated in consciousness.

energy or matter

usual "catagenesis"

thesis

is

in a

in the thesis that

to

is

an ultimate fact, neither more
comprehend than the nature of

in their

involved the

simple acceptance

energy can be con-

ultimate analysis."

realistic

doctrine that

In this

mind

is

a

THE OPEN
property of some kind of matter, as odor and color are
properties of the rose.

in energetic action, or in

property of matter
that

mind

some kind of energy.

a property of

is

mind is a
other words

asserts also that

It

I

await with interest a disproval of these positions.
admitted, mind
sesses

a property of

is

If

something which pos-

matter,

to other

course the question that

for him.

Is

"the fact

it

not a substance, there

But

statement.

as

it

is,"

Since consciousness

is

appeal, and on fact

my

below

lies

be raised by Dr. Montgomery, so

be conscious?"

that

"energy can

a

property, and

is

no logical impossibility

is

the fact? for to fact

it

we

thesis

will raise

I

That energy

stand.

is

the

in

who

of energy

kind of

identical

To

energy.

qualities

in

language

available expression of

it

as a

kind of

the

I

with

is

not matter

—

forms

other

have used

what he

only

the

is

believes to be the fact.

not a mere question of words.

mind

It

is

self-evident

(or " substance") since

has

it

no extension. It is also self-evident that beside matter
and its properties nothing exists. Therefore mind is a
property of matter, as color and sound (forms of energy)
are properties of matter, although it forms (using it as
synonomous with consciousness in the physiological
It is more
sense) a distinct class or type of property.
exact to speak of

it

property of energy, that

as a

property of a property of some matter.
that a person

who

It

seems

is,

to

what Newton

"a competent faculty of thinking."

In accordance with Dr. Montgomery's argument
is

easy to prove that energy does not

From

a

me

cannot admit that mind, like energy,

a property of matter does not exercise

called

supreme generalization of mod-

reach here the point of simple asser-

proposition appears to be,

metaphysical standpoint energy

is

it

Logical as the above
equally applicable as a

Why

facts.

not any

is

matter on mind an equally impossi

effect of

of the principle of the conservation

ble violation

of

energy derived from material bases perturbs
the current of mental phenomena, that energy must be,
energy?

If

according to Dr. Montgomery's view, irrecoverably lost;
it

domain

passes out of the

of physical basis, to

which it
energy

can no more control mind than mind can control matter.

does not regard consciousness as a form

of energy, the

is

in this

We

necessary

native, since consciousness exists, but to regard

is

an unbeliever

ern science."

cannot ever return.

no physiologist can deny. Stop the
But
material basis of energy and consciousness is lost.
my critic and myself are agreed that consciousness
There is then no alteris not per se a form of energy.
property of some

know

wc must

to consciousness

It

energy.
self

and every

(g. e. d.).

any kind of

opposing the doctrine of the conservation of
Wittingly or unwittingly he is professing him-

is

negation of the most undeniable

may now

that

that he

mind can

communication of motion

realist

unbending mechanical nexus

this

deviating or directing influence ought clearly to

tion or denial of matter of fact.

control matter

it

into

2S7

momentum, and is also a property of some kind
As these are the conditions essential to the

of motion.

Of

COURT.

move

it

matter.

my

Does

critic

Therefore matter and

insist

its

on the former proposition

as

he

Consistency requires him to believe

does on the latter?

that matter (energy) cannot control mind, and therefore

what I infer his belief to be. The only way out
dilemma is to recognize that mind is a propof some matter; that it gives character to that

this

is

of the

erty

and

matter,

that

the

gives character to

it.

energy

of matter

be supposed to be either created or

Five pounds

lost.

five founds, -whether raised by the right

and

left,

reciprocally

This granted, energy need not

the will expends no

hand or

more energy

is

by the

doing the

in

one than in doing the other.

One more
it

a

is

before,

logical difficulty

it

is

We

very natural one.

quite obvious that

is

raised

by

my

critic,

and

Now, as hinted
memory or mental

read, "
if

reproduction depends on specifically organized structure,

—a

state of things generally

tionists,

— then

reciprocally

specifically

accepted as a fact by evolu-

organized structure cannot

depend on memory or mental reproduction.

This would be out of the question, even

were capable

if

mental states

of influencing the physical nexus.

A

cer-

something cannot possibly be at one time the produced effect of something else and at another time its protain

ducing cause.

much

The

relation cannot be reversed."

as the process of

men and

education of

Inas-

animals

is,

movable and possesses momentum. Only something
which is itself movable and in possession of momentum
can possibly impart motion to matter.
Energy, as such,

by implication, denied in this paragraph, let us see
whether there is not something wrong about it. The
difficulty with it is that the fact of mental digestion, or
Expeorganization of the sense-perceptions, is omitted.
rience accumulates sense-perceptions which are arranged
in revived consciousness in various orders of likeness and
unlikeness.
It is a fundamental quality of memory
to be "aware" of like things at the same time, and of

*

*

unlike things at different times.

not

move matter."
The supposed logical

a

as distinct

that

from

energy
formula

is

matter as

is

is

consciousness.

a concept

Assume

not a property of matter, and apply

the
above quoted, substituting the word
energy for mind. " In this world of ours only matter
is

*

does not possess

control of matter

therefore

it

can-

tions
difficulty of the doctrine of the

by mind

(Criticism, Part III):

momentum;

is

further expressed as follows

"Every

biologist

who

introduces

come

Out

of these classifica-

the appreciation of cause and effect, and out

come designed or appropriate acts.
come structure and structure comes
out of every stage of the activity from its beginning,
of this appreciation

Out

of acts (motions)

;
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from

as well as

and

after

it

Up

ending.

its

motion enters the
non-living energy are in

to the

of

control

the

command

;

moment

will,

that

matter and

so soon as

leaves the dwelling-place of will,

it

reaches,

mind

is

in

command. And the ultimate result is new motions,
which bring us new sensations, new classifications, new
So mind and
will-directions, and new motions again.
matter pursue their eternal interaction.

Simple matter

Consciousness compli-

produces simple consciousness.

motion
will.

is directed by consciousness in the form called
Therefore, " mind as such" has " altered the path

of material

appear

my

to

new

and has produced

particles,"

out

structures

organic

them, however incredible

of

amiable reviewer.

This

is

it

may

a statement of

an apparent fact of the history of
earth, and

me

vince

will require

it

life and mind on the
some further evidence to con-

the appearance

that

statement that

deceptive than the

is

The advancing

impossible.

is

it

devel-

by means of memory, and in the act turns on
I take it that these
its physical basis and complicates it.
are the facts, and logic must use them, since they are

important part of the evidence that the mind, conscious
and unconscious, has been concerned in this evolution.

incontestible.

I

cates itself

opment

of brain throughout the ages,

believe that in past ages as

add, in conclusion of this part of the discussion,

mechanism and

size of

do not adopt the opinion that mind can control
matter a priori, hut a posteriori, as an inference from
In our daily
the observation of innumerable facts.

inevitably, then

as

I

that

I

we

experience
to itself

and

itself to

mind.

observe that

it is

Mind

is

the two, and the modifications

which

mind

that adapts matter

and not matter that adapts
the more variable element of

to matter,

itself

it

produces are intelligent,

from all departments of
What can be more convincing in
psycho-physiology.
But
this direction than the phenomena of memory?
matter

equally satisfactory evidence

is

seen in the formation of

These betray a
which could
only originate under conscious conditions. Such an
arranging of matter is an exhibition of energy; and that
energy that wrought such special structure from preIt
existent structure, or no structure, did so for reasons.
exhibited that admirable property which Dr. Montgomery well defines as an "inner-awareness of what
takes place independently of it."
But his views do not
permit him "to insinuate mental effectuation into the

habits,

modes

or

of animal motion.

mechanical structure of the physical

physical

such"

nexus (p. 163).
* * * "cannot
*

particles

*

tells

us

alter a jot the

that

"mind

path of material

(the path of particles)

it

is

abso-

predetermined by the previous physical disposition

of the molecules and their motion."

This

is

a denial of

the fundamental law of evolution, that structure
ified

as

This means according to our present

*

scientific conception, that

lutely

He

basis,

by

or produced

use.

foundations already laid

motion of

particles

is

is,

That evolution

is

mod-

builds on

of course, true, but that "the

absolutely

by

predetermined

the previous physical disposition of the molecules and
their

motion"

gressive

is

in

evolution.

contradiction of the logic of

pro-

There can be now no kind

of

(to be concluded.)

A NOTABLE PICTURE.
BY RAYMOND

Any

PERRIN.

—

ing to the conception of deity the beholder has formed.

God,

in

holding

this picture,
in his

which Jesus

is

is

presented in a sitting posture

extended hands the bar of the cross upon

Four centuries have

nailed.

not

dimmed

the crimson of the blood that trickles from the wounds,

nor the deathly pallor of the skin, nor the wonderful
in

death of the sufferer's face.

The Holy

Ghost,

life

in the

form of a dove, rests upon the bosom of the father and
watches the son without any sign of consciousness of the
crimson devil and many angels, in the
terrible tragedy.
form of birds with human faces, hover about the cross.

A

God wears a hat resembling somewhat that of
Rome. His face bespeaks a man simply

of

his purpose.
artist

It

seems

to

gence

is

have been content with the single

Not even thoughtfulness

The garb and

attempted.

a ruler.

the

Pope

intent

betrays no pity or other emotion.

firmness in repose.

or

on

The

trait

of

intelli-

attitude are those of

All the attributes of despotism are suggested.

Jesus wears his customary expression of resignation to
He looks neither suppliant nor reproachful, nor
torture.

The artist attempts nothing but patience
The Holy Ghost, as above intimated, is dis-

appointing,

a form of motion, and

S.

has been in the National Gallery in

London, will doubtless recollect the painting of "The
If the person who sees this
Trinity," by Pesello, 1422.
painting for the first time has thought much about God,
it
will make a very deep impression on him
an
impression which will be pleasant or unpleasant, accord-

position of the molecules and their motion," during the
is

who

one

even tender.

Use

ani-

inherit the earth!

doubt that use has produced structure in animals by
additions to and changes in " the previous physical disages of geological time.

followed

it

most intelligent

is true is indicated by the history of the ancestors of
man. Without the weapons of offense or defense, or
the mechanism for speed or concealment possessed by
the animals of other lines, they survived, and lo! they

reenforced

is

that the

this

Objection to Direction of Evolution by Mind.
The position that consciousness and will are properof

now, use developed the

the brain, and that

now,

2.

ties

not the least

mals provided better against the vicissitudes of life than
the less intelligent, and that they thus survived.
That

now

not the property of non-living matter.

is

is

and pain.

that

is

to

Christian spirituality.

one reared

We

in the

reverence of

generally think of ghost as

open court.

the:

and of spirit as meaning mind; whereas,
dove does not suggest any inspiration whatever.

meaning
this

spirit,

It

is

a strain

upon the imagination

It

is

entirely

out of

known

upon

it.

nothing

in

to look

for there

place,

is

which can be woven
depicted
between
father and
the relationship here

dove-like feelings

The

to us

into

son.

devil and the angels are zoological inceptions of

But has not the independence of

great originality.

morphological sequence displayed

constructed beings a manifest connection with the disre-

gard of moral sequence displayed
Surely
trayed

scheme

the

human

of

not a moral

is

one.

in the

whole picture?

salvation as here por-

There are many things

which can be said in favor of the love
humanity a love equal to the sacrifice of

—

God

of
his

son

for

— but

seems evident that the son is not duly considered. In
all moral relations, as far as we know, human beings

it

Gods
in

to sacrifice

sacrifice

justice, to

be personal

to

Our

themselves.

self-sacrificing,

must
may advise one

We

have any merit.

another to be

employ

It may be perfectly moral for
one another, but humans are only able,

the terms.

constitute

but

the

force in the matter the relation

sacrifice himself, the

Jesus to

moment we

becomes one of

must be judged accordingly.

injury and

advised

sacrifices

God

If
artist

only

subjects; for force, unrelenting force,

which the

God

attitude of

is

the one motive

Of

in this picture expresses.

course Christianity cannot be held responsible for the
conception.

artist's

In this

figure of

theological belief there

The

how

human

to

judge the conduct of Gods?

determine whether

to

is

would be rash even

to con-

persons presented are Gods, not men, and

we

are

can do

it

no

are,

it

we

All

would be right

for a

father to force his son to sacrifice himself for

We

others?

terms.

It

God,
wording
a

is

to
in

think the proposition

is

a contradition in

impossible to force any one, perhaps even
sacrifice

order to

himself.

make

We

must

right for one of us to injure another in behalf of

one else?

The laws

Here

is

a very simple

problem

in

a contingency

Is

it

some

conduct.

of every civilized people are entirely

up of provisions against such

made

— such

an

None of us have a
determine to what extent we may injure
another, no matter what our ultimate aim may be.

infringement of personal liberty.
right

to

We

have no right, as individuals, to injure any one under
any circumstances. Speaking for men, this is the old
basis of law and morality.
As to Gods, that is another
thing.

Injuries

If

we

among Gods

is

a

question

fraught

involve more or less injury to one another.
All that
we can safely say concerning the conduct of God is,

it is

becomes

and simple.

Gods may

could only discover to what extent

upon justice, we
would indeed be wise. Such wisdom might remove a
great deal of unhappiness, not to say misery, from the
world.

But we must not be too sanguine.

Gods among themselves will ever be
we have no knowledge of the terms
and there

we

is

more

The

a

relations of

mystery

to us, for

of the relationship,

no hope of obtaining such

can hope for

is

a knowledge. All
between divine self-

distinguish

to

and divine beings sacrificing one another, or
speaking injuring one another. This

sacrifice

correctly

I think, we can clearly make out even with
human eyes. Of course, from our standpoint, there is
much to be said in favor of that delicacy which discour-

distinction,

ages investigation

the

into

which divine

injuries

To

subject.

may

beings

measure the

inflict

upon

one

another for our exclusive benefit does seem somewhat
obtrusive on our part.
The injury, in the opinion of
many, is not only useless but would be ungracious and
profane.

What

a

power

is

art to

produce so many impres-

sions and reflections as this picture of the Trinity must,

who

those

in

distant age

it

pass before

Coming down from

it.

be that

we

have

his

Who,

contemporaries occupied.

think

preaching the

of

at last risen

which the
in

a

How

portrays the beliefs of the past.

we may

thankful

above

artist

and

our age, would

religion,

or of

teaching the

morality set forth in this picture?

Who

would think

it

now

possible,

measured

and

that
their

our emotions are
sources

classified

understood,

to

and

hesitate

before such a simple moral question as whether

it is

right to injure another in order to carry out our ideas of

good ?
it would be
though the barbarous notions of

In thus felicitating ourselves, however,

well to

remember

conduct which
the past,

we

that

this picture presents are safely

buried in

are not, as yet, entirely exempt, as a nation,

from the tendency

our notions of
no longer a person, for
the sciences have taught us that personality means limitation, and that, therefore, God must be the universal
principle or fact, not an individual.
But we are condeity.

God

tinually

to materialize or limit

to us,

it is

true,

is

neglecting this generalization, placing in

images of conduct.
that these images are not
stead

Is

it

its

not humiliating to us,

as we supposed symbols of
immoral examples?
the motive of the universe, and knowledge

virtue, but types of error,

with insuperable

difficulties, for the relations of divine
beings, as far as they have been disclosed to us, seem to

it

injure one another, without infringing

change the

the question rational.

When

self-sacrifice.

the level of thought and feeling

doubt, possibilities which
sider.

always

of necessity injury, pure

has been

singularly unfortunate in presenting the relations of his

is

transferred from one divine being to another,

singularly

these

in

that divine sacrifice
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of

God is
God consists

motives
raise the

in

in

their

our appreciation of divine or general
true proportions.

mind above the

limits of

This

human

is

simply to

character, of

a

—
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2CP
which theology

merely a reproduction

is

do

for

we

truly spiritual.
We must
knowledge of life our dreams of
must make conduct the measure of

a true

We

immortality.

in

To

effect.

we must become

this

exchange

well as of happiness, for

as

life

grotesque

in

form, to the empire of universal cause and

alone

This will prevent us from putting our faith

live.

representatives of beings,

beings, or the

known

our actions

in

to

us

only

through

who

contradictions

the

are

and

absurdities of their conduct.

much more

MODERN MYSTERY-PLAY.
BY M.

C.

—

—

crimps,

sailors,

—

a

dance-houses, liquor saloons

The wretched

and by-ways that spread from

are of Milesian extraction and

ing strangely out of place in

The men

gruities

"between

in

the middle

less

to

by

than

temperament,

religious beliefs

ages

Mr.

recognize that the apparent incon-

at least,

and

— would

social states,"

appear perfectly

congruous to a Roman Catholic, even to its latest and
perhaps most scholarly champion, Mr. W. S.Lilly. The
mystery-plays of the dark ages, though certainly very

much
than

grosser,

the

is

were not

a

whit more anthropomorphic

Passion-play of the Bavarian hamlet Ober-

ammergau, which crowds of refined ladies and gentlemen, both of England and America, throng to witness
and to which columns of descriptive articles have been
devoted by the most respectable and influential London
newspapers. That the old plays were exceedingly
broad pictures, as Wright terms them, is most unquestionable.
Nevertheless they were pictures, and at their
inception they were intended,
as Pope Gregory the

—

Great

said of religious paintings,

libri, or

books for the

illiterate,

—

to serve as

idiotarum

and, doubtless, from the

Catholic standpoint, they admirably

fulfilled

the func-

which they were designed.
The methods pursued bv the Salvation Army are
ise by which Christianity was quickened immediately

tion for

lii

and disappearance of its protagonist,
the enthusiastic Galilean.
I have studied those methods
the old headquarters of the Array in Whitechapel,
London, where
have been enabled to realize the
immense effect produced on the popular mind of England by that Antinomianism which was the moving
doctrine of the reformation.
Side by side with this
I

of

vice.

this

Gehenna

of squalor,

employments in the docks.
Every morning the gates are opened, while an official
"takes on" the number of laborers deemed necessary
for the day, either in the wine vaults, on the warehouse
floors, or on the quays.
Each man receives a metal
ticket, with the hour of his entry stamped on it, and his

name is
number

entered in the " taking-on
of his

anxiety of the

The
crowds who
ticket.

book"

feverish

opposite the

impatience

and

linger near the gates are

generally very painful to witness, and very few of these
administrators to the wealth of this
olis

overgrown metrop-

week of regular
The young women
making at their own

average more than three days a

employment throughout
and girls are employed

the year.
in

sack

any time scores of girls, having forms
that a duchess might envy, may be met on the streets
with heavy piles of rough sacks on their heads. Being
only " London Irish," of course no artist has gone out of
They are by far too vulgar for
his way to paint them.
the gallery of the aristocrat or the merchant prince,
whose costly canvases have more than enough of Italian
and oriental women with water-pots and vases on their
"

homes," and

at

heads and shoulders.

Vulgar and

after the crucifixion

at

all

constitute the

earn a precarious and wretched

subsistence by their chance

no

unable

who

most numerous portion of the Irish colony in London.
I, myself, have often heard the original language of
Connemara spoken in this district, and I still remember an
evening spent in Ratcliff, when I listened with as much
delight as Borrow, the "Romany Rye," to wild legends
of Fingal, Grace O'Malley and Brian Boroimhe, sound-

By

is

courts, alleys

on either side are

it

inhabited by laborers and their families, nearly

whom

and

terra incognita to the respectable citizens

misery and

education,

End

—

—

not omitted to notice these gross medireval conceptions.

Spencer

teeming East

Old Gravel Lane runs across the
London dock, and connects Ratcliff Highway, now
more genteelly called St. George's East, with High
street, Wapping.
I need hardly add that all these are
historic j}laces, grim and forbidding though they now
are.
Though shorn of its ancient pre-eminence by the
removal of the larger portion of the shipping to the
newer and more eastern docks, this region is still sacred

of the great metropolis.

Essays on Archeology the curious
reader will discover some amusing examples of the
gross anthropomorphism of the Christians of the middle ages.
Nowhere were religious conceptions coarser
or more grotesque than in England and the Lowdands
of Scotland, among those whom Dr. Robert Knox
terms the "spatula-fingered" Anglo-Saxons, perhaps
Of course
the most unabstract of European peoples.
Mr. Herbert Spencer, while "binding the universe up
into bundles," — as poor Carlyle said of Comte,
has
Wright's

In

district of the

I

of the great city.

brothels,

O'BVRNE.

praiseworthy,

ducted in a contiguous

to

A

— and think a
— movement was being con-

outbreak of fanaticism, however, another,

vicious as this district

is, it

was, never-

by the most selfadorned
and honored the
that
has
ever
devoted priest
George
Herbert.
since
the
death
of
England
Church of
theless, the region selected to labor in

born to be a doer of good," wrote the Emperor
Antoninus,
a maxim which did not govern his
Marcus
own conduct with respect to the rising sect of Christians.
"

Man

is

—

—

THE OPEN COURT.
Let

us,

whatever we may think of

its

doctrines, honor-

ahlv and gladly acknowledge that Christianity has from
its

inception inspired and stimulated a refined and ele-

The self-sacrifice of such men as HerMompesson and Lowder reflects honor on human-

vated altruism.
bert,

none the less because their noble exertions were in a
great degree prompted by their religious convictions.
"St. Peter's, London Docks," is situated in Old Gravel
Lane. It was for many years the church of the Rev.
Charles Lowder, " Father Lowder," as he was called
Defying alike the
by his affectionate parishioners.
prejudices of his co-religionists and the hostility of the
ity

—

among whom he

people

being nearly

all, at

volunteered to labor,

name,

least in

Father Lowder openly put

Roman

— these

the headquarters of the

in practice the highest ritual

Secularists, there

example of the rapid growth of
mainly

posed

laboring

the

of

no other

is

com"Father"

a congregation
classes.

—

— but the

Lowder died, I think about four years ago,
work still continues vigorously as when he was

alive to

example having encouraged others to
follow in his footsteps.
Unlike the Salvationists, whose
frenzied appeals to avoid "the wrath to come," and
conduct

his

it,

of hell-fire temporarily excite the

lurid pictures

mind only

rant

provoke

to

a terrible

direction of sensual indulgence and

the

ery,

Ritualists

on what

entirely

Among

Catholics,
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I

profound debauch-

London

East

of

igno-

reaction in the

have

worked

may term pre-Reformation

lines.

other things they have had recourse to as means

of instruction,

is

a modification

of the

passion-plays.

ordi-

Unlike the peasants of Oberammergau, the authorities
at St. Peter's are mindful of the Horatian advice not to

nance appointed by the State to restrain High Church-

"introduce on the stage things that ought to be enacted

allowed him by the law, caring, indeed,
for judicial committees or for

men from
ity of

or nothing

any secular court or

My

pen almost shrinks from
describe the nauseous impurity and bestial-

excess of zeal.

the attempt to

little

the denizens of these riverside purlieus.

Morn-

noon and night the mind of this educated and refined
gentleman must have been shocked by his surroundings,

ing,

supposed

[i.e.

course

to

be enacted] behind the scenes."

progress, and

it

indicates, as

modern

Mr. Spencer would

say, the

is

concession

a

ever-increasing incongruity between religious beliefs and

an improved social state that the conception of the Virgin

the very children playing in the gutters using

all

uncon-

Mary

or the crucifixion of her son

sciously the vilest language of the brothel.

Throwing

made

the subject of

aside

fastidiousness, this

grand

humanitarian

devoted

Corpus
Christi and other processions wended their way, under
his guidance, down the Lane, into Wapping, and along
the courtesan-haunted Highway, while the services inside
the church were of the very "highest" order possible.
For a long time the people did little but scoff at the
zealous priest, now and then, however, manifesting, in a
himself

way

to

reclamation

the

of

Roman,

not Anglican, Catholics.

Gradually,

Lowder's religion was a
practical one, embracing works of mercy, kindness and
charity; when it was seen that willing hands were
extended to rescue the fallen, and that agencies were
however,

as

it

was found

that

promote the welfare of the poor, to
thrift, and that St. Peter's
was truly a " light shining in a dark place," the demeanor

established

to

encourage temperance and

was changed. Then it was, too, that
Church, which claimed the allegiance of

of the "natives"

the

Roman

awoke to the recognition of the fact that
and Wapping were not in Tasmania or at the

these outcasts,
Ratcliff

north pole, but

at its

own

door.

Henceforth a

little

of

the attention that had been confined to netting big fishes

among the aristocracy was bestowed on East London,
and Henry Edward, of Westminster, appears to have
found the locality on a map, and, having found, made a
note of

dining and

wondrously.

and

its

various agencies,

— including even
— has thriven

coffee-house for laborers,

Except

in the

Hall of Science, Old Street,

a public or

From

notes

made

at

the time,

am

I

able to describe

one of these revivals of the mystery-play. The author,
or more properly the composer, was the Rev. Charles

Lowder
enable

himself, and, of course, his
his

congregation

salient events

more

main object was

vividly to

realize

to

the

connected with the incarnation and early

upon earth of " the Son of God." The play opened
by the Choragus ("the master of plays") and chorus,
life

consisting of twelve ladies attired in loose white dresses,
six

of which were ornamented with blue and six with

These recited the prologue, after
which the curtain was drawn and a tableau representing
"the Annunciation" appeared. This was followed by
the " Nativity," the "Adoration of the Shepherds," the
"Presentation in the Temple," the " Flight into Egypt,"
By far the most effective tableau was that of the
etc.
simple house and work-shop of the carpenter Joseph,
showing Mary carding flax, the child Jesus with a
broom in hand, and Joseph himself at a rude workbench. Quite as reverently as though engaged in regular worship the chorus sang a hymn, from which I
pink trimmings.

cull the

following verses:
"Sons of Adam, sons of sorrow,
Would ye wis who is this
Laboring at Nazareth?

it.

St. Peter's

a

would not now. be

either on

tableau

a

private platform in England.

the district.

that called for the interference of the police, that

they were

Of

to

circumspection

this

"Very God, the angels

And

call

adore, evermore,

Bending low before him.

him,

——

THE OPEN COURT.
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"The

"Very man, yet now behold him,
Mary's child, meek and mild,

ass was born with stiff long ears;
Heigh-ho, Sir Donkey!

And

Called the Son of Joseph.

yet he the lord of asses appears.

you

Sing, Father Ass, and

"Know'st thou what

to hunger,

it is

And

shall

have

grass,

straw, too, and hay in plenty.

Barely fed with daily bread?

"At

Jesus, too, did hunger!

a leap the ass excels the hind;

Heigh-ho, Sir Donkey!

"Know'st thou what it is to labor,
Toiling on till youth is gone?
All his

And

he labored!

life

And

"Is thy labor very lowly?

"The

Brother, see, at Nazareth he

Swept the

*

and

*

"Man! whate'er thy

and station,
Rich and glad, or poor and sad,
God was Man at Nazareth!"

The reader will, I
was nothing ridiculous
ical

me

that there

rigid

Evangel-

tainly represented, in a spirit of religious reverence.
it

presented a marked contrast no

ribaldry of the Salvation

Army

foonery of the mediaeval

aimed

at

was

to

less to

In
the

to the coarse buf-

passion-plays.

manner

them with

The

object

best calculated to permasignificance.

its

The

old

Romanist method, on the contrary, tended to bring
religion into contempt, and thus, in some measure, it
prepared the way for the great Protestant revolt. What,
for instance, could be more absurdly ridiculous than the
Festival of the Ass, formerly celebrated at Beauvais?

In commemoration of the patient animal upon which

Joseph and Mary were presumed to have fled into
Egypt, the people of Beauvais used once a year to caparison a donkey in cloth of gold, and place upon its back
a richly-dressed maiden, to represent the Virgin Mary.
long procession of priests and people conducted these
from the cathedral to the parish church of St. Stephen.
Girl and donkey were placed near the altar, and during
the celebration of high mass the well-trained animal was
compelled to kneel at the most solemn parts of the
"sacrifice."
Du Cange (Book III, pp. 426, 427) has preserved the hymn, with its French chorus, which some

A

example

his

ass

as follows:

comes hither from Eastern climes;

Heigh-ho, Sir Donkey

He

is

handsome and

lit

Sing, Father An-, and

And
"The

ass

!

for his load at all times.

you

shall

have grass,

straw, too, and hay in plenty.

is

slow and lazy too;

Heigh-ho, Sir Donkey!
But the whip and the spur will make him go.
Sing, Father Ass, and you shall have grass,

And

straw, too, and hay in plenty.

and with

whose

he was; while the people, imitating

thanking God, brayed three times

in

in

accordance with the papal mandate.
In

England the

Roman
ward

so-called Catholic revival,

Catholic be

noted,

it

help to recover the masses

worthy
to

—

extending

is

How

upward.

as well as

I

— not the
down-

itself

far miracle-plays will

cannot

that the national church

is

state,

but

it is

note-

sparing no effort both

ameliorate the physical condition of the people, to

improve

their morals,

skepticism.

of

It

and

has

to counteract the rapid

one association,

—

— the

growth

Guild

of

Matthew, specially designed to confront the Secularists, and which endeavors to meet them rationally and
admits them to its platforms in fair and open argument.
St.

In so doing

it

has, I believe, challenged

the respect of Mr. Bradlaugh,

than

ter

that

the

who

and obtained

desires nothing bet-

between Secularism and
more generously and
the old time of vituperation and
conflict

Christianity shall be conducted

courteously then in
abuse.

FAILURE OF THE RADICAL METHOD.
BY REV.JCLIUS

The

H.

WARD.

recent convention of the Free Religionists, in

Boston, representing, as

reform era

"The

officiating priest

a fine treble voice,

This was truly an edifying act of worship, and one
which Pope Leo XIII might do well to re-establish as
a sort of complement to the dogma of papal infallibility,
by voting for which on the iSth of July, 1S70, five
hundred and thirty-three Catholic bishops brayed in

not-too-faithful an interpreter has rendered into English,

some specimen stanzas being

between the clergy

The

ass.

concert."

bring the doctrine of the Incarnation

before the people in a
nently impress

than

honor of the
the people, and in
in

fair representative

Doubtless

this respect

worship," writes the Rev. H. Christmas*

great devotion, brayed three times like an ass,

would regard as profane in this gospelit was conceived, as it was most cer-

Christian

play.

what the most

laity

turned to

lot

think, agree with

or

straw, too, and hay in plenty."

" concluded with a mutual braying

Mary.

floor for

*

*

he leaves the goat and the camel behind.

Bray, Father Ass, and you shall have grass,

in

New

it

does, the dregs of the great

England, furnishes a curious

illustra-

change which has been slowly creeping over
American life since the close of the civil war. This
association of radical people was organized twenty years
ago in order to bring the protesters against conservative
It succeeded in this, and numreligious life together.
bered its members in all parts of the country, but found
them chiefly in New England. Since then it has furtion of the

nished yearly,
*

if

not oftener, a free platform for the

Shores and Islands of the Mediterranean, Vol.

I.

THE OPEN COURT.
on current religious and

expression of opinion

social

questions, and has proved to be a clearing-house for ideas

which found
has been

It

It

has done

aim

special

its

to

be a voice

be an element of organized

ness, not to

munity.

favor in the press or in the churches.

little

in the wilder-

the com-

life in

has held the seat of critical judgment, but

forward either needed reforms or the
Meanwhile, there
life.

little to

helpful operations of civilized

has been a gradual change in the

way

of looking at

method by which social results are
reached. The old method of agitation has been replaced
by a broader view of life and of the relations which men
bear to one another in the advancement of the world.
society and

The

He

in the

agitator has been found to

nothing more than a

is

simply an individual.

lie

He

unit.

carries

no more

influence than the strength of his utterance or of his

He

will.

is

powerless

organize others to
if

any great end

is

in present society unless

The demand

work with him.
to

be reached,

shall associate to further

is

an object,

he can

moving of the community as a whole to think as you
do.
Once it was an emphatic protest, and the voice in
one wilderness resounded to the voice in another;

men and women
common object.

the union of

therance of a

The Free
tion of the
It

began

Religious Association

working of

as a protest;

tans of the Puritans;
root of the tree

;

it

it
it

was an

now

which now control the better elements in American
society.
It would appear that even the come-outers
from organized religion are compelled to fall into lines
of sympathy and union with the institutional order from
which they have heretofore most vigorously dissented.

COMPETITION IN TRADES.
BY WHEELBARROW.

A

is

short time ago

proposed

as

neymen mechanics,

it

was all that was required. The time
come when this negative position is no longer profitable.
Mr. O. B. Frothingham attempted to maintain

that the convicts

New York

and found

an impossible task; Professor Felix Adler has only
succeeded in doing this by connecting it with an organit

own way

movement

in

The organ

of this

move-

broader journal which

of expressing the affirmative positions

of the Association.

The

penitentiaries,

to

—

make

to flaunt their airs of

its

in

What right has the Federation of
dump — I use a term suggested by my
profession
what right has that federation to dump the
whole convict " brotherhood " upon us ? What right has
Trades Unions

the president of

has

center of the Free Religious

Boston, which was to have been in the

it

to

his class

an order of nobility

eminence in the faces of us who
labor in a lower calling, who have not reached the rank
of mechanics, but who must content ourselves with the
honorable but yet inferior designation, "laborers"?
The president of the Federation and his order get
higher wages than

we

laborers get; they can

We who

can.

much
els

"work upon

right to protection against convict picks and shov-

as the president of the

Federation has to protection

disappeared, and nothing but the

give us some good reason

why

mitted to compete with

some kinds

is

now

his

empty memorial, remains

to suggest

Free Religion in Boston once had
a local habitation as well as a name.
This has been
partly due to the negative positions which this company
of people assumed.
It is due still more to the change
in the life of society, so far as men have purposes in
hand by which it may be redeemed. This was openly
confessed by Rev. W. J. Potter, the president of the
association, at its recent convention in Boston, when he
openly laid before its members a scheme of associated

to the passer-by that

we

the roads" have just as

against convict chisels, awls or jack-planes.

unsightly building,

better

afford to stand the competition of the convicts than

support of Theodore Parker's society, has long since

which

Senate

see

instead of

has

in a

I

against this plan.

society.

struck the ax unsparingly at the

ment has now been merged

Federa-

the

a notable illustra-

believed that the denunciation of what

ized system of philanthrophy.

of the

before

American

association of the Puri-

congregation in

president

testified

by the papers that he
a remedy for the alleged wrongs of jour-

did not approve

this position in a

the

Trades Unions
Committee on Labor.
of

tion

working at trades within the walls, be taken
On behalf of
out and worked upon the public roads.
the "knights" of the shovel and wheelbarrow I protest

together for the fur-

this principle in

with that cordiality which should ensure
it seem to be the only channel

by which the Free Religionists as a body can put themselves en rapport with the moral and religious forces

accord with the institutional order.

not simply a question of individual rights, but the

it is

file

practical success, but

to-day,

be one that

in

rank and
its

few persons
and that its method

It

is

and religious work, by which its life
might be revived and its usefulness made evident to the
world. This plan is similar in its method, if not in its
scope, to that of the Social Science Association, ami it
is the expression of that rational interest in humanity at
large which the Free Religionists have assumed to
have at heart. What will come of the scheme remains
to be seen; it has not apparently been received by the
secular, scientific

that a

shall
is

-<>.$

with others?

Are we

Will he

convicts should be perof labor and not

have an aristocracy of trades?
studv the principles of political

to

I never had time to
economy, and I know nothing about the laws of social
science, but the facts of both have fallen upon me heavy
as a hammer, and upon the stern logic of those facts I

built

my own

ethics of labor in those delightful

moments

when, having dumped the load, I leisurely trolled my
wheelbarrow behind me down the plank to the hole in
Sixteen
the ground where it had to be filled again.
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hours a day of hard work is bad schooling for a boy of
In the bright days of childhood, when the
thirteen.

be a monopoly they put " mechanics " back again

mind and body should grow into strength and beauty,
mine were being stunted and warped by toil savage and
I ought to be five feet ten; that's my correct
unnatural.
Toil
stature by rights; I am less than five feet six.
I had no time to
stunted me when I was in the gristle.

only would they

study books, and the principles of

forbidden to do so by the laws of the trades.

such as thev were,

had

I

that I learned,

life

to gather in the college of hard

knocks.

man
walking down

After
ness

can think with considerable clear-

all, a

with an empty barrow

a plank

I have worked out hundreds of labor
problems while " walking the plank" in that way. Some
of my solutions I afterward threw away as incorrect,

behind him, and

and others I cling
for mental work

to
;

The open

still.

good place
makes clear

air is a

atmosphere

clear

a

thought, while the inspiration of a few big draughts of
t

into a

good pair

of lungs quickens the mind.

don't get your full ration of

doors you do, and that

You

than wine.
in

the open

unlearning.

is

a

many

can unlearn a great

I

my

doctrines

I

have been com-

The

pelled not only to change but to reverse.

labor competition upon the

and

did,

men,

it is

desirable to produce a scarcity

a scarcity of skill,

So long

effect of

welfare of workingmen

me now in a different light than it formerly
I
am satisfied that we must reverse our

ancient opinion that
of

things, too,

and one of the useful arts is that of
have unlearned manv of my theories

air,

about labor, and some of

appears to

You

oxygen in the house; out of
wholesome stimulant better

we

as

and a scarcity of production.

cling to those old superstitions

we

can

never successfully assert the dignity of labor.

Already they have reduced labor to a mendicant conIt begs for favors where it ought to compel
rights.
The beggarly petition " a fair day's wages for
a fair day's work," is unworthy of straight-built, squarecut men.
Let us shape the laws of this land social and
political
so that we may obtain a reward for our labor

dition.

—

—

equal to

its

full

value.

We

are leveling

grade of alms, and our masters pay

we

of charity.

If

our share of

life's

it

wages

to the

to us like the dole

take a narrow view of

human

life

comforts will be narrow and mean.

We

must expand the horizon of man, and not contract

it.

What

can be more degrading to labor than the

assumption of the Federation that the hosts of working-

men

in Illinois

cannot stand the competition of a couple

of thousand prisoners bungling

them

men

for punishment?

can never consist

The

at

the tasks imposed on

welfare of the working-

in the scarcity either

of talent or

like the president of

the Federation fight the

beneficent law of mutual assistance under the impression
that
skill.

they are fighting competition by limiting

So they

foolishly resolve that

all

arts,

human

handicraft shall

among
Not

and forbid the teaching of trades.
set convicts to

"working on

the roads,"

have four sons, all
free-born Americans, so-called, and all .now grown to

but

all

the children

manhood.

I

of the poor.

tried to give

them

I

trades, as they respect-

ively reached the proper age, but in every instance

of

them

are

now men,

I

was

All four

but not one of them was per-

mitted to learn a trade in the land

where they were born

and which they have been taught

to call a land of free-

dom. The oldest got a job as fireman on the railroad,
and after a few years managed to steal the trade of an
engineer; the next drifted off to that undefinable country

known as " the mountains," and there he is wasting
away his life digging holes in the ground searching for
silver and gold.
The next picked up a book and taught
himself the shorthand trade; he gets twice as much
wages

my

wheelbarrow and shovel;
humblest capacity, but hopes to work up in time to the
grade of a clerk. That all four of them didn't become
hoodlums and tramps is not the fault of the unions. A
man with a heart in him, even if he has no brains at all,
must see in a moment that the policy which robbed
those boys of their right to learn a trade cannot be right,
as I ever got

with

the youngest gets a dollar a day in a store in the

and not being right

it

cannot be either economical or

wise.

One evening

I

was talking

to that

shorthand writer

about the strike of the telegraph operators, supposing
that he

would probably take

a

deep
"

interest in the sub-

hope the operators
will win," he said, " but I am not anxious either way.
It's a choice of monopolies, and I side with the weaker.
The companies monopolize the profits of telegraphing,
the operators monopolize the art.
They forbid one
another to teach the trade, and if their monopoly is
beaten by the other it will be no more than the big pike
swallowing the little one."
I
look at it that way myself, and it appears to me
that if the policy of shutting up one trade in order to
prevent competition is good for that, it must be good for
every other calling or profession, and all the trades and
occupations being closed, the people outside must be
The trades having
either rich, or tramps, or thieves.
shut everybody out, have shut themselves in, and having
deprived a large pait of the community of the means of
ject,

but he cared

little

about

it.

I

buying anything, trade diminishes, there is less demand
money to pay for it, another exclusion then becomes necessary, until we get back to the
for labor, and less

wigwams, where we

goods, but always in the abundance of both.

Men

;

the black

don't need any mechanics at all.
might follow the principle to greater extremities
yet, until at last we grub roots or climb trees for a dinner, like that primeval ape from whom we all have
sprung. I think it is in the story of Rasselas that I read

We

— —
——

;

THE OPEN
an account of an ambitious

man who was promised by

the genii the fulfillment of one wish, whatever

He wished

be.

in the world,

might

it

man

that he could be the only wise

and that

other

all

men might

be

fools.

The wish was granted him, and immediately afterward
the people took him and said, " this man's a fool," and
they put him

who

in

the lunatic asylum,

He was

this day.

thinks to

a fool,

and so

grow wise on

where he remains
is

every

man

to

a fool

his neighbor's ignorance, or

I

object to the principle for another reason.

among workingmen, and

It

fos-

creates a

ragged aristocracy, the shabbiest aristocracy of all. In
I worked in once was an Irishman named

a gang that

I

affect a

human

Ah, many

creed,

comes

to all a

May
Of

needful balance to the

needful check

wayward mind

— or bondage for mankind.
—and no shame,

And we reject it all
feel
We, who are what we are, because the Creedman
And crystalized to form the mighty word,
'Fore

God

I

I

friend

know, have we,

human

life,

the strange, sad mystery of death.

But none

so grand, so free as this,

Where

No

strife,

speak, with eager yet bated breath,

the meanings and uses of

And

Behold the Creedman on his rocky bed,
Weak from the sackcloth, and the stripes that bleed
Down from the brain and heart, as grows the Creed;

A

a Court,

seek to unravel this endless

And

sense and passion blindly led

A

A

Where men may gather and witness bear
To their faith, and tell of the wrongs that be,
And how to render the world more fair;

need

—
And everywhere a voice within was heard
Rung from the Heavens down — "Thus saith the Lord."

the

his father.

mother on Dick's unfilial conduct, the
old lady replied: " Well, Dick always was a high-sperited boy; sure, you couldn't expect him to associate wid
an Irish laborer." The Federation of Trades Unions
would make Dick Pattersons of us all.
his

THE OPEN COURT.

—

all

attained this giddy elevation Dick re-

fused to associate any longer with

BY NELLY BOOTH SIMMONS.

Of voice, authoritative stern
The straight from devious way to learn.
Ah! it were well, indeed, could we
But half those ancient Creedmen saw, but see
Had we but half the reverential awe
By which they sought to find a binding law.
They hid themselves in caves and deserts wild,
Where God was felt a presence man a child

That

Having

a pick.

THE CREEDMAN.

yet there sometimes

Ah! ye by

Dick, and how he managed it I don't know, but Dick
broke through the crust that excluded him from the
trades, and learned the art of a plasterer.
Being now a
mechanic, he occupied a round on the social ladder one
step higher than we did who worked with a shovel and

BY MRS. ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH.

do not much

And
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Jack Patterson; an honest man was Tack, and as true a
gentleman as ever swung a pick. He had a son named

condoling with

rich on his neighbor's poverty.

ters the spirit of caste

COURT.

creeds can never the light eclipse,

—

Bible held for a reverent kiss

E'er truth may be uttered by earnest lips!
Where all may come who would intervene
To crush the evil, to aid the weak,

And Reason

sits, like a judge serene,
Giving her verdict on all who speak.

Ah, strength comes soonest to those who know
That doubt is the sunrise of the soul,
came,

—

Heavens proclaim "Thus saith the Lord."
bless his name, that such have been

Who

let

And

the priest and his

dogmas

go,

read from the leaves of Nature's scroll

Who

are brave to differ, and bold to mine
'Neath the crumbling walls of the ancient church,

gems of truth

Forgive the blindness, and the deadly sin
Of persecuting priest, and burning stake

Till the rays of the

That taught men how to die for Truth's dear sake;
That through the darkness to Servetus spake,
And like a burning flame on Bruno broke;

Then never falter, or stand aloof
From the hearts that meet and mingle here
Where belief is based on a rock of proof,
And Love is the God held ever dear;
Where to all is given the right to speak,

—

And we

Gleam

reject
but unto such we owe
The thought that taught us how to dare and know.
Through the dim forest and the pine tree shade
The lightning leaps the storm a path has made

—

—

All Nature echoes to the mighty word,

Through

all

her secret caves

—"Thus

saith the

To
As

question, aye! and to disagree

fellow-searchers for light on a brink

That

is

washed by the waves of an Unknown Sea.

Lord:"
great interest by several distinguished
European and American, who have not

But most within the heart of man is heard
This grand monition of the sacred word,

thinkers, both

"Thus

yet contributed to

saith the

Stern as

is

Duty,

Lord"
at

inscribed within,

approach of Sin.

divine

out to guerdon the patient search.
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THE CASE OF PROFESSOR EGBERT
The Boston Post
indignation

is

says that in

in

the Theological
that

strong expressions are used even by ladies, such as " dastardly," " persecution," " heresy hunters," " cowardice,"

This feeling would seem to indicate that the creed

etc.

of Andover, as stated
tion,

is

pretty

form of heresy

by the founders

as

New

is

rather necessary to the popularity of

England; yet

usual,

a

of that institu-

thoroughly outgrown, and that a mild

a preacher or professor,
in

who
how

lack

of

even

in this

an orthodox community

popular judgment there

and exact

discrimination

Complaints were made

Smyth was teaching

in

to the Visitors

is,

justice.

that Professor

doctrines contrary to the creed of

the institution and to the intent of

ing to the evidence presented
reported, that Professor

it

its

was

founders.

Accord-

clear, as the Visitors

Smyth had

founded the
a

fair

interpretation

its

not decisively

life."

written in language so

is

institution,

of

and will he

and

of

men

the will of the

is

it

letter

its

see

difficult to

is

and

spirit

in

connection with the admitted views and teachings of
Professor

Smyth

could admit of any other decision than

rendered by the Visitors.

that

The

absurdity of the

creed and the folly of the founders in prescribing

soundness of

a test of doctrinal

all

who

chairs of instruction in the seminary are evident

and

it is

know

gratifying to

that

now

it

as

should occupy

enough,

people generally

have the intelligence and liberality to see this; but the
fact remains that the verdict from an ethical point of

view

correct,

is

and that Professor Smyth,

subscrib-

in

ing to the creed and coming under obligations as a professor to teach nothing contrary to

it,

and then identify-

ing himself with the more advanced theology by presenting the views of those

imperfect in some of

its

who

hold that the Bible

extends beyond death, occupies a position that

and morally indefensible.

sistent

is

teachings and that probation

We

incon-

is

cannot, therefore,

Smyth,
condemnation of the verdict against him, however much he, in his theological views, is in advance of
those who incorporated theirs as a test and qualification
in the Andover creed.
The case seems to us clearly one
in which was involved fidelity to a trust, and whatever
be the decision of the civil court to which an appeal is
to be made, we do not see that the facts and the evidence left the Visitors any alternative.

join in the indiscriminate praise of Professor

and

in

SMYTH.

Academy, Andover, and

Phillips

Andover

creed of

is

men who do

all

seme

in

That there

during the earthly

PUBLIC OPINION.

the feeling of

Egbert C. Smyth, Brown

Professor of Ecclesiastical History
in

The

"

clear as to be unmistakable, as

Public opinion

intense on account of the verdict of the

Visitors in the case of Professor

Institution

C.

Andover

and untrustworthy even

teachings," and

religious

taught " That the

is

" collective mediocrity."

It

expression in manners, habits, usages, laws and
tures,

which

its

upon

react

tive fixedness in

it

compara-

elementary characteristics,

in spite of

its

it

and tend

finds
litera-

give

to

This complex body of thought,
which many parts coalesce and be-

proverbial fickleness.

like an

come

organism

in

co-ordinated in one structure, although subject to

modification in the later accretions, becomes like "the
cake of custom " hardened with age. It is not strange,
therefore, that in
it is

some

of the older countries, like China,

hardly possible for the reformer to

make

a dent in public opinion, in favor of the

so

much

as

removal of bar-

progress and the introduction of the ideas and
methods of a more advanced and progressive civilization.
Even in the most enlightened communities to-day,
public opinion is the most powerful influence constantly
exerted against intellectual development and moral and
social progress. It prevents free and impartial discussion
riers to

THE OPEN COURT.
of unpopular views, and

into

intimidates

silence

and

conformity with prevailing beliefs and observances the

who

great majority of those

hold these views; thus

rectly discouraging independence, sincerity

ency of thought and speech,

if

among

and

di-

consist-

not indeed making these

who
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upon mesmeric phenomena. A rigid
is being made and facts are
being brought to light that show how vast the field
for research is and how man}' medical and social
problems the study raises. The possibility of one

much

light

investigation

scientific

hold decidedlv

individual acquiring unlimited control over another

unpopular views, and silence or acquiescence and a tem-

so as to be able to impose his will upon him and
make him do whatever he wishes has long been

qualities the exception

those

porizing course the general rule.

All original thought must come from individuals.
All great moral and social reforms must receive their

impulse from the few and not from the many. Noth-

first

ing, therefore,

more imperatively demanded

is

interests of progress, than the freest

sion of those opinions

and

fullest

in the

expres-

which clash with the orthodoxv

claimed;

One

all

point,

at the price of

ply the right,

fellow-men

the duty of those in advance of their

it is

to

speak their honest thought, and

Loyalty

to be understood.

in a

way

when by a slight friction on the forehead she
passes into the somnambulistic state. Dr. Babinski
then approaches and tells her that she must make
her will in his favor, and at once. She demurs at

and courageous

first,

devotion to the highest conceptions of truth, regardless

lasts

to conviction

of public opinion or personal interests,

and private

times, both in public

amount of

a

is

life.

demand

There

is

of the
a vast

truth not likelv to be popularly received for a

long time and they

who

defend

it

in spite of the

of public opinion, perform a service the value

pressure
<>f

which

cannot be overestimated.

A

things, as

state of

which

a large

John Stuart Mill

observes, in

portion of" the most active and inquiring

it advisable to keep the general principles
and grounds of their convictions within their own
breasts, and attempt, in what they address to the public,

intellects find

to

as

fit

much

they can of their

as

own

conclusions to

premises which they have internally renounced, cannot

send forth the open, fearless characters and logical, con-

who once adorned the thinking world.
men who can be looked for under it are

sistent intellects

The

sort of

mere conformers to commonplace or time-servers
whose arguments on all great subjects are
meant for their hearers, and are not those which have
convinced themselves. Those who avoid this alternative
do so by narrowing their thoughts and interests to
things which can be spoken of without venturing within
either
for

the

truth,

region

of

principles;

that

is,

to

small practical

matters which would

come right of themselves, if but
the minds of mankind were strengthened and enlarged,
and which will never be effectually made right until
then.
While that which would strengthen and enlarge
men's minds, free and daring speculation on the highest
is abandoned."

subjects,

HYPNOTISM.
The study
cot and his

hypnotism in Paris, by Prof. Charchef de dinique, M. Babinski, is throwing
of
'

follow.

modes of experimentation is as folfemale patient, Mile. A., is forced into the
lethargic sleep by pressure on a suggested hypnotic

make

not sim-

necessarily

A

peace

It is

will

the

of

lows:

intellectual death."

proved modifications of

can be

responsibility

That it can be proved experiments now being performed at the Salpetriere hospital before a committee
appionted by the government would seem to indicate.

and conservatism of the day, as a counterpoise to the
tendency of an arbitrary and despotic public opinion to
think alike, and thus to produce " intellectual

this

if

individual

saying that she

is

too

young

to die, etc.

which she goes on

a short time during

This
to say

mother
and other relations, but after continuous persuasion
and keeping up the suggestion that it is best to give
that she desires to leave her property to her

everything to Dr. Babinski, she at last begins to
finally agrees to the proposition, enumerating her possessions, which consist of about thirty
francs and some few articles of jewelry. The next
Thursday is appointed for the signing of the will.
Dr. Babinski then cautions her to say nothing about

weaken and

it

in

the meantime, and

of her

own

free will.

if

asked, to say that she acted

She

the appointed day arrives

is

then awakened.

it

is

When

noticed that she

is

rather nervous, and says that she has something to

do but cannot recollect what it is. On being hypnohowever, she remembers her promise, and
when one of the bystanders is introduced as a lawyer
she immediately draws up her will in favor of the
doctor, asserting at the same time that she is acting
with complete freedom, that she knows she has a
poor family but prefers to give everything to Dr.
tised,

In

When awakened she repeats the same
commenting upon the study of hypnotism,

L U/iircrs,

a Parisian religious journal denounces the

Babinski.
story.

new

science as "dangerous to morality."

Professor

Charcot has by the aid of instantaneous photography
been enabled in experimenting with the patients to
reproduce those peculiar facial expressions which
are found in certain ancient works of art portraying
the lives of saints and others who were supposed to
be "possessed," showing that these pictures were
copies from nature of hysterical men and women.
Miraculous illumination is thus explained, hence the
wrath of L'Univers against Professor Charcot.

—

;
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CO-OPERATIVE CONGRESS IN ENGLAND.
Co-operative News (Manchester, Eng.

The

of

)

1 th, gives
an interesting report of the Co-operaCongress held at Carlisle, Eng., the preceding
week. Sir Wilfred Lawson presided and Geo. Jacob
Ho yoake made the leading address. At the opening of

June

1

was Mrs. Imogene C. Fales, of New York City, who
was "heard by the Congress with great admiration and
well-deserved enthusiasm."

tive

his

speech Mr. Holyoake said:

was in the year when Her Majesty's reign began
became a speaker on co-operative subjects; so
that this year, in which you accord me the distinction of
being your president, is also the half -century terminus of
whatever service I have been able to render the cause of
"

It

that I

first

McGlynn

Dr.

declares that he believes in every doc-

Church and

all spiritual

matters.

in the supremacy of the Pope in
But he refused to recognize the

authority of

Rome

political or

trine of his

on

other temporal ques-

and when the Pope tells him that he must stop
advocating the theory that there can be no just ownership in land, and orders him to Rome, he refuses to obey.
tions;

prevents our culling tempting passages from Mr. Hol-

I feel," he savs, " that I can do my humble share toward bringing about so desirable a consummation rather
by opposing and defying the unjust encroachments of
the insatiate lust of the Roman machine for power than
by submitting to such encroachments." Certainly, Dr.

able speech, which met with " unbounded ap"
from those who heard it, and can only make
plause

McGlynn
we fail to

industrial association."

We

are sorry that our limited space,

which

in

the

press of original matter precludes lengthy quotations,

yoake's

what co-operation

place for his definition of

really

is.

"

has the courage of his convictions, and while

manly

" Future historians of this century," declares Mr. Hol-

ent,

name any social feature of
more English,
more original,
the ©
great Victorian reign
©
©
O
or more beneficent, than this of co-operation, whose inspiration is self-dependence
whose method is economy
whose principle is equity," which " is not an emotional

convictions.

contrivance for enabling others to escape the responsi-

ters.

making exertions on their own behalf, but a
manly device for giving honest men an equitable oppor-

of

men

A

little

yoake, " will find

it

difficult to

7

>

—

—

bility of

tunity of helping themselves.

of State socialism

who

of any
increase

it

*

*

*

In these days

not the interest of statesmen, or

is

influence public affairs, to discourage

co-operators,

of

who

preach

skirts of the

— who
— who do not
progress —
many do
State

as

among

as well as

war on
murder as a mode of
well-to-do and educated circles,

class

property

believe in
in

the ignorant and miserable.

rators are of a different order of thinkers.

that in a free country justice can be
agitators will

make

by those

who

Co-ope-

They

won by

believe

reason,

if

but half the sacrifice of time,

which have to be made
change by civil war. Aid to

comfort, money, liberty and

seek social

life,

those striving to help themselves, but unable to

make

way, may be gracefully given and honorably received
but the ambition of co-operators
tion in

which they

shall

is

to reach that condi-

be under no obligation to charity,

to philanthropy, to patronage, to the capitalist or the

need the dubious aid of revolution.

State, nor

ambition

is

command

co-operator
it.

He

limit

its

Their

not to be taken care of by the rich, but to

the

means

may

of taking care of themselves.

not recast social

life,

but he

The

may amend

does not profess to destroy competition, but to
mercilessness; and

to substitute

Among

it

spirit

where co-operation

is

better,

for competition."

the delegates to the Congress from abroad

we admire

the

of

the independ-

he has shown in adhering to his honest

He

excommunicated.

probably be

will

he lived a few hundred years ago he would have

been burned

McGlynn

at

the

stake.

It

not likely that Dr.

is

will continue long to retain confidence in the

Pope, even

rightful authority of the

Such experiences as
any amount of reasoning
in

his are
to

spriritual mat-

in

more powerful than

change the

convictions

regard to religious doctrines and authorities.

persecution or proscription sometimes serves as

a stimulus to

men

thought and enables

to realize the ab-

surdity of claims never before questioned.

no doctrine of

—who do not hang on the
envy no
— who counsel no

industrial despair

the

the

Had

wisdom

see the practicability or the

land theory which he defends,

*

*

*

In the batch of Thackeray letters given in the July

Scridner, he mentions
college mate,

went

to

a

in

one a

church of

see that friend of

an old school or

visit to

England clergyman.

my

whom

youth

I

"I

used to

think twenty years ago the most fascinating, accomplished, witty, and delightful of men.

man

found an old

I

room smelling of brandy and water, * * *
the same man that I remember, only grown

in a

quite

coarser and stale,

somehow

like apiece of

goods that has

been hanging up in a shop window. He has had fifteen
years of a vulgar wife, much solitude, very much
brandy and water, I should think, and a depressing
profession, for what can be more depressing than a long
course of hypocracy to a

man

of no

sense

small

of

humor?

We

"It was a painful meeting.
servedly, and as

fellow

I

was

sorted with

I

looked

so fond of.

at his face

He

asked

my Cambridge men

Kinglake and one Brookfield of

He was

deal.

was

;

tried to talk unre-

remembered the

I

me

whom

to

I

I

still

con-

mentioned

saw

a

good

surprised at this, as he heard Brookfield

on the point of
having paralysis in his

so violent a Puseyite as to be just

going

I

if

and so

Rome.

He

can't walk,

—

—

:
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Sunday, he says, being
and waiting there

but he preaches every

legs,

into his pulpit before service

hoisted

while his curate reads down below.
" I think he has very likely repented

he spoke of

preaching seriously and without affectation: perhaps
at last after a long dark lonely

his

who

others

admit the truth of large portions of the

who

spirit,

*

*

*

Vestiges of the
re-issuing of the famous
Mr.
History
Creation
in
Morley's
universal
Natural
of
library, makes one realize the enormous step that modern
biology has taken. This work, it is hardly necessary to
say, was published anonymously, but the authorship

Here

popular statement of

a

evolution

years

fifteen

before the Origin of Species, and is sometimes spoken
of as a very remarkable anticipation of Darwinism.

But

it

show any proof of

failed to

Chambers

a

motive power, and

to lessen the originality of

little

is

very deeply concerned

in

Darwin's work.

showing

that his

views are not opposed to religion, and devotes much

Yet

space in this cause.

this

storm of denunciation which
ciate.

book was received with
it

difficult

is

now

This the author bore very philosophically

as he explained, his design in not putting his

a

to appre;

for,

name

to

was "not only to be personally removed from
all praise or censure which it might evoke, but to write
no more on the subject."
Science.
the book

*

A
every

#

writer in the Boston

person

#

Herald having claimed

enjoy " individual

should

And

happiness of others," and that persons playing

affect the

cricket on
ers,

Sunday do not

another writer

in

so affect the happiness of oth-

the Beacon of that city

exception to this theory of personal liberty

which concludes with

And when any

in

takes

an article

this sentence:

person would go so

any other game on Sunday,

a

ple of the highest morals, then

far as to

day that
it

is

is

plav cricket or

held sacred by the peo-

that he does disregard the

community, and therefore should be made to
personal liberty, even though it does not "directly or

best feeling in a
sacrifice his

personally affect the happiness of others."

It

is

unavoidable

in

#

*

times like these that

substantially agree should dispute about terms,

others

who differ widely

in their theoretical

men who
and that

many

who have outgrown

ancestral beliefs retain a reverent
regard for the names and symbols of the past, while

who

have been unable to

cast

aside speculative

of which came to them as a
germs of which were planted in

beliefs, the conditions

right and the

minds

in early

belief

birth-

their

much
men with no

youth, have, nevertheless, imbibed

of the liberal spirit of the age.

whatever

in

We

find

in the

Chicago Evening Journal

*

*

#

Says the Chicago Journal of Education

Why

:

words of one writer read from generation to
generation while another writer is forgotten soon after he is dead?
The words they used are the same. Carlyle's sentences are often
involved and inverted. His style is abrupt and sometimes execraare

the

The same may be said of some of Emerson's essays.
Thousands of unremembered authors wrote .in far purer language.
Why will Carlvle and Emerson live? Thought is
immortal. Nothing else is. Our bodies die. Nature decays.
The world will in time become silent and dead, like the moon.
We live by thinking, not by eating. Mind is the only evidence
of life. We call it instinct that causes the mother to bend lovble.

ingly over the cradle of her child, or the bee to poison

behind the second cephalic ring, but

its

victim

complex
operation, the psychological character of which is
it

constitutes a

undeniably.
Intelligence, instinct, reflex-action, these are the
three terms of psychology, and between these forms of activity
there is no barrier, no hiatus, no abyss.

views should

be in practical sympathy with one another; for

others

ye were Martin Elginbrod.

A long line of carriages was standing in front of a store on
Madison street, and, as I was passing, a small black-and-tan pet
dog ran out of the store. He held up one foot and looked
bewildered for a moment, and then ran to the carriage at one
end of the procession, and smelled the hoof of the right fore foot
of one of the horses. He then went to the second carriage and
smelled the hoof of the right fore foot of one of its horses. Then
he took the next carriage, and then the next, until he had taken in
the fifth carriage, when he nimbly jumped into it, curled himself
up on the seat, and went to sleep. That was his way of finding
out which was the carriage of his mistress, who soon afterward
came out of the store, and get into the same carriage. The fact
that the horse's hoof was made of horn, and that it had been
plunged into all sorts of mire, all over the streets was nothing
to him; that particular hoof smelled differently to him from any
other horse's hoof in the world, and no other smell could be
applied to it which would efface that peculiar smell.

intellectual

*

Martin Elginbrod;

lie I,

Sidewalk Stroller

of

action" as long as he does not "directly or personally

repro-

writes

that

freedom

is

Hae mercy on my saul Lord God,
As I wad hae if 1 were God

was afterward acknowledged by Robert Chambers.
is

its

doctrinal

#

*

George Macdonald's David Elginbrod
duced a Scotch epitaph which runs as follows:

The

does

its

In

*

It

are largely influenced by

methods and dominated by
yet scornfully repudiate its name.

ecclesiastical

he has got to be sincere
life."

99

yet insist on being classed with Christians in belief, and

Christian system, or
:

2

supernaturalism of any kind,

who

To

seek to change opinions by laws

not only

fails,

but

it

stronger than ever.

is

worse than

futile.

It

causes a reaction which leaves the opinion
First alter the opinion, and then you may

*
*
*
However pernicious any interest or
any great body may be, beware of using force against it, unless
the progress of knowledge has previously sapped it at its base and
alter the law.

loosened

its

hold over the national mind.

affect their purpose, let the political

outstrip the intel-

and thus inverting the natural order, secure misery
themselves or their descendants. Buckle.

lectual one,

either to

This has always been
their eagerness to

who in
movement

the error of the most ardent reformers,

—
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THEOLOGY OF EVOLUTION.

COPE'S

world and world," as property of the wholly unspecialinterstellar ether, " the form of matter pervading

ised

EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

BY DR.

all

spaces whatever."

Part IV.

Professor

Mind, coercing matter in this special case of vital
organization, must evidently have a conscious idea of the
organizing task

endowed with

be performed, and must, moreover, be

to

the

power of actually performing

The

physical necessity.

would

fall

sciousness

it

against

molecules, left to themselves,

into purely physical combinations; but conis

believed to interfere and to force

them

into

and designed arrangements. This favorite expedient is altogether illusive; nothing but a glib and
evasive answer to a pre-eminently positive question.
different

—

a moment to imagine preorganic consciousness
whatever that may be directing the course of molecules,
though wholly devoid of any organs or instruments to
get hold of them nay, having no possible means of even

Try for

—

;

perceiving or consciously realizing their bare existence.

Our biology

stands helpless in the presence of repro-

however, more helpless
Let us
still in the presence of productive organization.
see what anti-physical and anti-organic assumptions
Professor Cope has to make, in order to secure the asductive organization.

It

stands,

sistance of consciousness in productive evolution.
,

can deny that
in

we have

connection with the living substance of organic indi-

viduals?

To

maintain

any way independently

that consciousness can exist in
of such a matrix,

is

as bold

an

approbation to the following
" Is

:

it

tive force not yet modified into

combination of

not probable that the

may

states

species,

its

and that

We

deavor

to derive all specialization

from primordial and

general uniformity and potentiality

highly tempting.

is

But can we really believe that specialization into living
forms represents a degradation in worth, when in fact,
all the progress and excellence we recognize in this
world is manifestly due to high-wrought organization?
Surely, organic specialization does not
tional differentiation
totality.

become

Its

mean seggrega-

from a pre-existent and all-contain-

forms are not fragmented emanations,

through specific deterioration.
Organic specialization means, most certainly, gradual
development of genuinely primitive life, by dint of a creative elaboration of the sundry vital functions and their
particularized

underlying structures.
Professor Cope's astounding " doctrine of the unspecialized " rests entirely

on the supposition that the con-

consciousness of the organic individual resides in protoplasm, where " mechanical or chemical force " has not

yet " appeared in the mo'ecules."

He obviously

believes

assertion as can well be made, requiring a strictly scien-

morphologically unorganized protoplasm to be also

tific justification.

lecularly unorganized.

Professor

Cope ventures

the assertion on the strength

of the biological doctrine, that

performances which

vital

accompanied by consciousness, tend through
frequent repetition to become .more and more automatic,

are at

first

until at last the vital textures,

have undergone such
ble of performing

On

whose functions they

definite organization as to

them without conscious

are,

be capa-

assistance.

the strength of this tenet, he concludes that the less

organized or coherent the

manifesting substance hap-

pens to be, the more consciousness will it have. He
calls this strikingly original conception " the doctrine of
the unspecialized."

According

constituent elements of

to

it

he fancies that the

the living substance or proto-

plasm are not firmly connected together by physical or
chemical bonds, but remain in a state of loose independence.
This " unspecialized " or "undecided" state he
conceives to be a higher condition of matter than when
it has fallen into
physical and chemical combinations.
"

As

soon as mechanical or chemical force appears

in the

molecules of the sustaining substance consciousness
appears."

(O. of F., p. 419.)

The

dis-

generalized outcome

this

be the condition of persistent

consciousness from which all lesser lights derive their brillconfess that the eniancy?" (O. of J7., p. 420.)

Who

experience of consciousness solely

invites

grand sources of matter not yet specialized into the sixty
odd substances known to us, may still sustain the primi-

ing

impossible.

It is

Cope

climax of his teaching

And

here

lies

his

r/10-

fundamental

For, not only the gradual elaboration of pro-

mistake.

toplasm, from lowest

to highest forms, out of material

not derived from the

unspecialized " matter pervading

all

spaces," but

chanical or

directly

chemical

to "

from matter subject

force;"

— not

only

chemical building up of higher protoplasm

in the

of productive evolution; but, more strikingly

me-

gradual

this

course

still,

the

building up of definitely predetermined structures from
the uniform protoplasm of reproductive germs, proves

conclusively that the molecular

plasm

could of

constitution

two reproductive germs

of proto-

" decided."

rigorously determined or

is

How

consisting both of uni-

form protoplasm, the one develop into a mouse, the other
into an elephant, if this marvelously specialized difference were not

strictly

predetermined

in the

The protoplasm

molecular

many

constitution of the

germs?

infusoria

a very primitive state, quite fluent

is still

in

of

with the exception of the surface layer. You cut such
an infusoriam into several pieces and each piece will
reconstruct the entire, definitely specialized individual.

How

could this possibly occur

if

the molecular constitu-

protoplasm forming the entire individual were

of this view leads, of course, to the conception that uni-

tion of the

versal consciousness resides in " the lucid interspace of

not almost absolutely fixed?

From

a microscopic

germ

—
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of seemingly uniform proptoplasm the wondrously specialized

human organism

gradually developed.

is

obvious that the reproductive germ
molecularly specialized

arising

the visible

not

are

for,

in

from

its

itself

It

is

must be here

supremely decided degree;
morphological specializations
a

evolution, clearly the unfolded

conse-

quence of such molecular specializations? And, as regards the peculiar substance with which we know consciousness to be actually connected in higher organisms,
chemical and biological facts render it all but certain that
the higher that consciousness the more highly elaborated
also the molecular structure manifesting

And

it is

for this reason that

we have been

We

On

the contrary,

it

years will be fought."

Of

as such, cannot look upon this
question " of consciousness or unconsciousness " as the

central point of contention in the evolutional campaign.

all

con-

can be positively demon-

by dint of the
chemical and physical relations subsisting between the
organism and its medium, and between different parts of
Nor have we evidence of any deits own protoplasm.
scription, allowing us'to conclude that the reproductive

of any sort of

that

organism

Still less,

consciousness

is

is

the

in the

slightest

degree

we

a right to conclude

influence

which determines

then, have

organization.

in evolution,

proves that mind

is the
creator of organisms," has
through sundry modes of consideration been shown to
be untenable, and with it has given way his first and

in

the evidence of the existence of a great

(T. of £., 25.)
The greatest practical difficulhowever, in the path of the mental origination of

mind."
ties,

organic results have not yet been touched upon.
are:

The

called volitional

ties,

Spontaneous
ical

race will be almost entirely de-

initial

entrance into existence of

new

These
organs;

the organization of the " circulatory and digestive systhe purposive movements of the tendrils of

by

taken

direction

and

activity subjugates

The

nexus.

human

necessity will certainly receive

activities.

mechan-

scientific justification.

its

No doubt the organic development,
panying functional
to be

such

utilizes the

philosophical revolt against mechanical

activity

wherever

regarded as the essential fact

in

manifestly accomit

takes place, has

productive evolu-

And, though the scientific evidence for the transmission of acquired modifications and aptitudes is not
yet abundant, still it is sufficient clearly to indicate that

tion.

in that direction

progressive

to be

is

sought the veritable spring of

development.

Paleontological

demonstrates that productive

Professor Cope's fundamental assertion that "science

only "step

fully admit as a leading proposition

be scientifically proved against mechanical biology
that spontaneous activities have played the greatest part

retraction of processes takes place solely

germ

we

Nevertheless,
to

pendent on the

strated that nutritive assimilation, and the protrusion and

conscious.

who

course we,

coming

(O. of F., p. 394.)
do not believe in the organizing

power of consciousness

evolution of the

whatever

the mysteries of evolution, and

the battle of the evolutionists of the

that proto-

life, is, in-

plasmic individuals of a primitive kind are at
scious.

it

to

here so em-

higher

deed, the cardinal fact and essential import of evolution.
phatically dwelling on it.*
have really no evidence

around

consciousness or unconsciousness,

in

key

and that those special spontaneous activiand emenating from nerve-centers,
have conduced more than any other influence to realize
the organic development of higher animals, especially
the development of man; that, furthermore, the future

This grad-

it.

ual elaboration of higher and higher organic substance,
as a sustaining matrix of higher and

results originated

constitutes the

301

And

taken place on our planet.
certain to

what

influences

evolution

it

if

we

has

research
actually

are not positively

was mainly due, we have

at

events experience of various occurrences decidedly
pointing toward functional activity as its proximate
all

It is, above all, the astonishing process of retrograde metamorphosis, distinctly traceable in parasitic
organisms, which affords strong proof that organic

cause.

structure can maintain itself only

and that the deteriorating

become hereditary

by dint of

vital activity,

results of functional inaction

in the race.

This unmistakable and

tems;"

most striking experience renders

and those of carnivorous leaves that crush and
digest insects; indeed, all protective and adaptive organ-

ble that, vice versa, the developmental results of func-

complex vegetation.-}- Professor Cope thinks
that "the answer to the question whether such organic

race.

plants,

ization of

Organic substances are actually built up in the laboratory and out of
by means of the synthetical process known as chemical substitution.

it,

fWe

agree with Professor Cope that plants have most likely descended
from free moving protoplasmic individuals. Indeed, the old Aristotelean view,
that a plant is a reversed animal, is highly probable. It has become a parasite
of the soil, much in the same way as a tapeworm is a parasite of the intestinal
membrane, developing in many instances a vast number of somites or joints.

Only plants have come to spread their recipient verdure wide and wider into
the luminous air, lifting into life the crowning glory of their incense— shedding
bloom, to solemnize in nuptial splendor the great mystic rites of procreation.
Whoever has witnessed the protoplasm of plants slip out of its cellular
envelope, move about for a while in amaboid fashion, become then sessile, and
enclose itself again in a new envelope of its own making, can hardly avoid
adopting the Aristotelean inference.

it

at least

highly proba-

have likewise become hereditary in the
the very existence of organic structure is
thus dependent on functional activity, then all organic
structure must have been developed by means of such
tional activity

And,

activity.

if

Indeed,

it

is

not difficult to demonstrate that

when constituting lowest forms
by means of a definite cycle of
molecular activities, kept up through functional interaction with the medium.
Organic structure is the sensible manifestation or

the living substance, even
of

life,

exists

solely

bodily expression of vital activity

;

a particular structure,

the bodily expression of a particular vital activity; both,
the structure and the activity by which it is formed and
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sustained, are the visible exhibition of one and the

vital

same

stimulate a

structure to heightened activity, but

altogether

which
ing

You may

of nature.

fact

indiscerptible

it is

you cannot
the peculiar molecular process by

arrest

constituted without simultaneously suppress-

discover a hypertrophic

pathologists

know

once

thus specifically organized, enabling
or function at once in so definite a

some impediment

they

at

tion

has thrown an abnormal amount of

that

pumping muscle, through which

heart

in the circula-

work on

the

increased function the

excessive structural development

was brought about.

in future to act

it

manner

that

its

prop-

agated commotion results in the peculiarly co-ordinated
set of

movements which make up

How

ance.

the skillful perform-

The un-

has this been brought about?

movements has been

by
manual aptitudes already organized, with the
further assistance of sight and touch.
We are nowise
directly aware of the structural modification which is
usual combination of

its vitality.

When

COURT.

means

effected

of

occurring

in

the

nerve-centers.

It

is

unconsciously

ney they are certain that the other kidney has in some
way become useless. Surely, it would be an extravagant, unwarranted hypothesis to assume here that some

wrought by the constant reiteration of those particular
muscular movements. They are its true inciting cause.
For it is a fact, that muscular fibers and their central
connections form one continuous organic texture.
Nothing can happen in the peripheral parts without affect-

kind of consciousness has been the influence which has

ing the central parts.

When

they meet with a greatly enlarged, healthy kid-

directed the building

up

of those

most

But the question of conscious direction starts into prominence as soon as it is some
so-called voluntary exercise, that seems to give rise to
stituted

organic

structures.

When I deliberately set about
my arm through voluntary

structural development.
to

develop the muscles of

activity,
all

and the

result

the appearance as

guidance of

if

aimed at actually follows, it has
it had been produced under the

Here we

consciousness.

We

specifically con-

find

ourselves

mind is movwe have exposed in

know,

then, that consciousness organizes nerve-

structure just as

little

The

becoming

faculty of

modes of
the same manner
special

this

amounts,

in

as

it

activity
as

it

organizes muscular structure.
specifically

resides in

resides in muscular structure;
verity, to

all

organized under

nerve-structure in

and

a creative accession of

For it must obviously be regarded as
energy that a particular functional activity of

specific energy.

a specific

nerve-structure can

become thus automatically capable

face to face again with the supposition that

of definitely stimulating a certain simultaneous and suc-

ing matter, a notion whose fallacy

cessive set of

the

first

part of this examination.

Let us see whether

means which

in reality

occurrence

velous

organic structure.

we

can catch a glimpse of the

conduce

determine

to

this

mar-

— the
A

development, the creation of
person setting out on a walking

tour finds at the end of

it

muscular movements.

We

have, then,

here an altogether hyper-mechanical faculty, belonging

that the muscles of his leg

—

to

what we ferccive

as the

functioning structure.
this structure are

by any outside
scious.

They

molecular constitution of the

And

the constituent elements of

not placed into organic arrangement

influence,

whether conscious or uncon-

are held together in their peculiar order

have been greatly developed a result neither consciously
aimed at nor anticipated. What can consciousness have
contributed toward the result in this instance?
It will,

by intrinsic forces; the entire vital arrangement and
commotion possessing, moreover, the inscrutable and
creative power of progressively developing under func-

of course, be said that the

walking at all events was
done under the influence of consciousness. But mere
artificial stimulation will
answer the same purpose.
Muscular structure can be kept up and developed by

tional activity.

nothing but

something
already existing has merely changed place and form,
but that something has newly merged into being which
did not exist before.
This actual state of things con-

come

electric

stimulation.

we

Here, then,

be-

aware that the faculty of developing unwholly inherent in the functioning struct-

distinctly

der activity

is

ure.

true the

It

is

activity

has to be stimulated, but

any kind of stimulus will answer. Can consciousness
be regarded as one of these ? Does the mental state,
called consciousness, itself originate

somewhere

in the

brain, the special molecular motion which, propagated
along the motor nerves, acts as a natural stimulus to the
muscles? Such a mental origination of motion is wholly

inconceivable.

When manual skill of a peculiar kind is acquired
and becomes at last automatic, the principal change that
has taken place consists evidently
nerve-structure,

whose molecular

in a

modification of

constitution has

become

This organic development

be called creative, because

stitutes

a

it

is

not

may

rightly

that

fundamental, anti-mechanical fact of nature,

forming part of that vital spontaneity of which our
world-mastering, world-transforming volition is an outcome.

The aid which sense-perception affords to organic
development cannot be over-estimated; but the progressive organization to which it ministers takes place
Our somemory, which we build up through sensorial
experience, is organically wrought by dint of processes
Only our vital
occurring wholly beyond consciousness.

just as unconsciously as all other organization.

called

spontaniety enables us to place ourselves in such relations to our

medium

as will best

And we know, by means

conduce to our welfare.

of pleasurable

or painful
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feelings,

which

of the manifold influences of the

medium

which harmfully.
Beside, our race, through ages upon ages of vital
toil with its cumulative organic results, and through
are affecting us beneficially and

traditional experience artificially

the

power not merely of

tions

naturally offered in the

its

medium, but

medium itself,
human purpose.

transforming the
subserve

In this sense

we

that " Intelligent

inator of the

bunal to which

all

so that

it

of actually

may

better

assent to Professor Cope's dictum,

choice

fittest,

secured, has acquired

benefiting by the best condi-

may

be regarded as the orig-

while natural selection

the results of accelerated

is

the

growth

are

WHO SOJOURNED THERE.

make you comfortable; and you can't help liking
I've known 'em, and known all about 'em, for more'n two
and I know they never speak an unkind word to anybody,
to

nor about anybody, nor find fault with anything, not even the
weather. I used to growl a little, when I first drove over there,
about the dust, and so on, but they never joined in; and when I
got familiar enough to ask
that

makes the weather.

I

why
s'pose

they didn't, they said

He

it

is

God

does here in Southern Cali-

forny, if He does anywheres.
Well, it beats all how they feed
and clothe the tramps and cranks. If they weren't so hard up
themselves, the village would keep chock full of free boarders.
But they can't stand such poor living a great while; and then, you
see, I'm a Justice, and I clear out the worst of 'em as fastas I can.
There's an Elder that's been hanging 'rourd these six weeks, trying to make 'em pay him for preaching to 'em, when he knows its
against their principles to.
I've been kind of hankering after his
company back with me, and I guess I'll get it this trip. You see,
as I watered the horses in what we call Brandyville, I heard that
their Elder had gone off mighty sudden, and it would be just the
place for the man I'm after.
Guess he'll call it a providence; and
may be it is; though it's rough on Brandyville."
His talk ran on until we rattled down, through pastures full of
sheep, vineyards in bearing, and rich fields of grain, to the great
grove of apple, orange and walnut trees, amid which stood an old
monastery, with several cottages that evidently had been but
lately built.
In the broad veranda sat the Elder, a fat, jolly looking fellow, even younger than I. He was delighted to hear of the
opening in Brandyville, and at once began to tell us a string of
what he called good stories, which he said the villagers were too

old-fashioned to appreciate.

The

old stage-driver listened with a

broad grin, but suddenly stopped the flow of jokes about the Bible,
in order to give more particulars about the vacant pulpit.
As he
did so, he nudged me, and I saw in the room within a tall, slender

moving

and fro with a look of disgust and pain on her
There beamed only peace and charity from her
large, dark eyes, however, when she came out to welcome me to her
home. There Martha dwelt with her meek, yet steadfast father,
whom I soon learned to call Uncle Joshua, her blithesome little
sister, Mary, her old aunt, and her cousin Ben, a young man who
was like her in that he said almost nothing. His eyes seemed,
however, to see all that went on around him while there was such

girl,

to

sweet, pale face.

;

dreamy look in hers, as made me at first wonder at the neatness
of the house, and the excellence of the dinner, though this cona

my
it."

opinion,

is

that

you

are

making unnecessarily hard work

But when Jesus was asked, Lord, are there few that be
He said unto them, Strive to enter in at the straight
gate; for many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall
'

not be

" Of course they won't convert you," said the old stage-driver,
he drove me up among the mountains, which I had private reasons for exploring thoroughly. " Your head's level. But they'll

'em.

in

of

the

as

years,

suggestion.

saved?'
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do their best

mainly of food which I had brought, at the stage-driver's
As he and Ben were harnessing the horses, and the
young preacher was waiting for the stage, Uucle Joshua said:
" My brother, you have done what you could for us, and we have
tried to do for you, according to our means and our principles.
I
thank you, and bless you in the name of the Lord Jesus. And
now, I beseech you, as I have done already, tell us, for His sake,
if there is anything in our principles and purposes, that is contrary
to His words.
We are weak and ignorant, but we try to follow
Christ.
If there is any better way than this tell us plainly."
" Oh, well," said the minister, with a smile, " the main trouble,
sisted

"

tri-

submitted."

BY ONE
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'

able.'

same truth
"Dear me,

:

And you know we have two parables
Many be called, but few chosen.' "

to teach us

'

1 have been trying to make you see that all this
was only a prophesy that the Jewish nation would be punished
for crucifying Him, by losing the honor of being the chosen

people."

know, brother, you have taken a great deal of trouble
I have been studying the Gospels very carefully
while you have sojourned here, trying to see which of us is right.
" I

with us, and

me

if He did not speak for that day only, but for
Matthew, Mark and Luke all tell us that He said,
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My words shall not pass
away.' And His last words to the Apostles, according to Matthew, were these: 'Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you; and lo! I am with you alway, even unto
the end of the world. Amen.'"
It

looks to

all

as

the ages.

'

are

"Amen," murmured the sweet voice of Martha.
"But you don't surely think," said the minister, "that we
commanded to raise the dead, and take up rattlesnakes,

and heal the sick by laying hands on them,
do you? "

Apostles were,

as the

if we had more of their faith we should have
power; and I know that Jesus was speaking to
great multitudes when He said, 'If any man come to me, and
hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and children, and
brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life, also, he cannot be
My disciple. And whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not
"
all that he hath, he cannot be My disciple.'
" But even you do not keep these precepts literally.
You don't
want Miss Martha, here, to hate you, and you have not yet given
up all you have, though you seem likely to. Don't you see
you've got to use common sense in interpreting Scripture; you've
no right to say that Jesus taught what isn't rational."

"

think that

I

more

of their

—

—

" But, brother,

not in

with

man

all

I

and seek

we

'common

sense;' but

that walketh to direct His steps.'

thy heart, and lean not unto thine

Who am

that

I

should set

to explain

my own mind

His words away?

it

does say

'Trust

own

in

the

'

It is

Lord

understanding.'

above that of Christ,

You know

are trying to use our property even as the

And

Him mad. The

even His friends thought

Bible 6ays nothing about

first

yourself that
disciples did

would be better for Martha to hate me, and all
men else, even him whom she might love most tenderly, rather
than let anyone come between her and Christ."
"But I am 6ure you would do him better service if you would
live more like other Christians.
You're not going to convert
many people if you begin by making yourselves unpopular."
theirs.

"

You

it

agree with

me

that California

nation as Judea; but Jesus said:

is

not so religious a

'Woe unto you when

all

men
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shall speak

well of you; for so did their fathers to

'That which

prophets.'

is

highly esteemed with

nation in the sight of God.'
would hate them as it hated

He

the
is

false

abomi-

His disciples that the world
looked forward even to
the Son of Man cometh,

He
'When

Him.

said in sorrow:

this day, as he

told

men

The time has come, brother,
your face no more. Let me
beloved
beseech you to remember how Paul and James and the
but to keep ourdisciple bid us not to be conformed to the world,
lieth in wickedselves unspotted from it, for The whole world

He

shall
for

you

find faith

on the earth?'

We

to leave us.

shall see

'

ness,'

the

and Whosoever,
'

enemy
The minister

of God.'

therefore, will be a friend of the world

is

"

retreated so badly routed that I took care not to
children were
argue with Uncle Joshua, though I found that the
besides
taught nothing but writing and a little oral arithmetic,

nor
reading the Bible, and that no book but this was ever read,
What
any newspaper, except those sent with notices of funerals.
lo talk of Jesus
else could be expected of men who delighted
"having never learned," of God having " made foolish the wisdom of this world," of knowledge vanishing away, and of "avoidimitated
ing oppositions of science, falsely so-called." They
laugh;"
that
you
unto
"Woe
texts
as,
such
interpreting
Wesley in
"

Bodily exercise profiteth little;" "Is any merry?

psalms;"

etc.,

so strictly that there

was no

play,

let

even

him

sing

for little

children.

They owned

all

their

property

in

common.

The women

themselves in complete subjection to their fathers and
husbands, and took little "thought for iaiment" or "outward
adorning;" but no neglect could destroy Martha's loveliness. I
remember much more of her aspiring face in meeting, which ot
kept

course was held on Saturday, than of Joshua's sermons. I remember, though, that he justified their practice of trusting not to
physicians, but to "the prayer of faith," by the unusually good
health in the village, and also that, while showing sincere gratitude to God for having brought them to a place where they did
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next payment would be due in a few weeks, and there was no
chance of meeting it. The owners, among whom was the stagedriver, might allow them more time, but would certainly not give
up their claim entirely. His uncle and cousin were willing to
submit to what they called the will of God. But he did not
feel sure that Jesus had commanded such a way of living, and
even if he did, the fact that he and the apostles were entirely
wrong about politics showed that they were not likely to have
known much about business either. The Gospel plan of having
all things in common, and taking no thought for the morrow, had
always proved a failure. In their village those who were not too
old or feeble to work hard lacked motive to do so.
He did not
work himself as he could anywhere else, for he could see no
gain to those he loved best from his labor. His mother thought
as he did, and his uncle had finally consented to his going away
This, of course, I was glad to do.
if I would take him with me.
He is now superintendent at the mine, and has married his cousin
Mary.
With his help I kept watch over the community until the
time drew near on which it was broken up. One day I found
Martha weeping bitterly and even more distressed about her
father's

and

prospects than her own.

sister's

new home, ready

feet.

assured her that

I

like

I

it.

fond

of,

"No, no!

don't wish

that.

should be free to choose her

own

"

all

especially after he killed a big rattler

I

was about

to

jump

on.

He had a curious way of asking questions when we were
alone together, sometimes about politics, then about the laws governing the sale of real estate, then about the genuineness of the
Gospels, and then in turn about the success of communistic settlements.
I kept as far as I could from saying what I knew Joshua
and Martha would not wish him to hear; but at last he told
me just as I was about to leave for San Francisco, that all
His uncle and mother and the
his inquiries had the same object.
other settlers had put all their property into starting the village,
but had only paid one quarter of the price of the real estate. The

I

I

woman

believe that every

path to heaven, and you more

the rest."

Woe

unto us both!

I

see

it all

plainly.

You

do not believe

you would try to give up the world; and
you would not offer me any more freedom than is appointed in the
Word of God. And oh! Oh! You remember what Jesus said
Are we to love each
is to become of all who believe not on him
in Christ!

If

you

did,

!

other, only to be separated forever?"
"

more
"

You may make me

a Christian, Martha.

I

wish

I

were

like you."

But

thoughts

near the village and then in
mountains, before I picked out the place for sinking the mine
that has made me rich. As a guide, I had Ben, whom I got very
first

more because she

the

moaned, "you call it Christ-like; but you will not
Even while you sojourned here, you were serving
Mammon. You will keep on doing so; and I could not marry
you without becoming a helpmeet for you. The wife must be
follow

than

hunting and fishing, at
long excursions through the

all

life.

on the Mount.
No one could have followed it more faithfully. Even when
a naughty boy who had strolled into the village was wantonly
picking, and throwing away after a single bite, the peaches not yet
ripe enough for market, Joshua would do no more than remonI took up my gun in
strate gently, and quote text after text.
order to frighten him, but Martha stepped between, saying, " Re"
Fortunately my spy -glass answered just as well,
sist not evil!
for he had no sooner seen me level it, than he jumped down and
ran off, telling a companion who was waiting for him: "It's no
in

loved her

I

" Alas," she

subject to the husband."

them things."
had spent a month apparently

told her of the

walked so high above the world, and lived such a perfectly Christ-

not need to take thought for the morrow, or lay up any riches, he
predicted that the whole earth would come into the same condiSermon
tion as fast as men really began to live according to the

use foolin' with

I

and she at once consented, saying that she would rather serve me than anyone else.
But when I begged her to be my wife, she shrank back and said
she could not let even me come between her and Christ. I promised again and again that I would never turn her away from the
path she had chosen, but would do my best to make it easy to her
for us all to live in together,

I

am

will

be

very weak and ignorant.

my

If I

thoughts, and your ways

my

marry you, your
ways.

It is bet-

you marry some one wise and strong enough to show you
your path to heaven. We shall meet there where they neither
marry, nor are given in marriage. Till then we must part. It is
" Be ye not unequally yoked tofor such as me that Paul wrote
gether with unbelievers." At last my cross is laid upon me!
Leave me alone with Christ, I beseech you, until his yoke grows
ter that

:

easier for

me

to bear!"

and broke away from me. Before I
was telegraphed for from New York. I left
money with her aunt, to get the whole family to where Ben
was waiting for them. I wrote letter after letter to her and
her father; but had no answer. I was detained longer than
I expected to be, and had almost made up my mind to leave the
business unfinished, when I happened to see this heading in a
Sunday paper: "Too Christian by Half! Prayer Cure
versus Smallpox!" Joshua had taken in a sick tramp and

She burst

into tears,

could see her again

called

no physician.

I

Among

the dead

was Martha.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
MIND-READING,
To

rubbish " admitted into scientific theories. This, also, is simplv
false.
I asked nobody to admit
anything into any scientific

AGAIN— A CORRECTION.

ETC.,

theory.

This

June 9th contains an article by J. S. Ellis. It
purports to be a criticism of mine which appeared in your paper
of the 2Sth of April. Had Mr. Ellis only made an attack on me
I should not have broken into my vacation time by taking the
But so extraordinary are its misrepresentations
trouble to reply.
Some casual reader, or some one
that I cannot let them pass.
who did not read mv article at all, may get the impression from
Mr. Ellis that I really hold the astonishing positions which he
attributes to me.

He

my

article

a " characteristic one."

is

familiar with his writing; but

then he alone,

abundant

is

this

if

is

justification for

principles of the "scientific

I

am

not

"characteristic" of him,

method"

Instead

first article.

1113'

judgment on me, he needs

of sitting in scientific
first

— the

says

"demand

I

said that this

—a

somewhat common

it is

— state

humbug. I only
of mind was hardly
all

He makes me

by

facts

say that " the non acceptance of these alleged

is a scandal both to science and philosophy."
I
of the kind. I said that, since there is such a body of
and since it has been in existence so many years,

scientists

said nothing

alleged fact,

Ellis

make

will

I

thinks

short

is

to correct these gross

work of what

" characteristic "

of

wish further

I

me

to hold the
opinion " that there are proven facts which are denied admittance
into scientific theories."
I am glad if it is characteristic of me to
be sensible enough to hold such an opinion. How does the

world's knowledge

And

it

grow except by

of course there

is

the discovery of new facts?
always a time, after these new facts are

discovered, before they are admitted "into scientific theories."
How about evolution itself only a few years ago. So this wonder
is

characteristic of me, turns out to be only a very

common

sense after

common-

all.

Only one point more will I make. Mr. Ellis seems to think
that nothing can be demonstrated to be a fact unless it can be
dealt with as a chemist deals with a salt in his laboratory.
I believe that nothing can be demonstrated except by the scientific
method.

But

this

one method,

will take account of the kind of

hands of a sensible man,
supposed fact and the conditions.
in the

Suppose, for example, that a scientist stoops low enough to consent to investigate the preposterous and barbaric superstition that
a man is something besides dirt, and that there is something in

him

the proper one for a scientific investigator.
2.

Mr.

that

that investigators should be believers."

thoroughly convinced beforehand that

is

chief purpose, at this time,

place piece of

is

This is even ludicrously false. Why does he suppose I care to
have people investigate who are already believers? I merely
pointed out the absurdity of a person's investigating a thing when
he

As my

misrepresentations,
to say.

to illustrate the

state facts,

to learn the very

For
most of the statements he makes about the positions I took in my
article are simply untrue.
I proceed to give a few specimens:

He

is

and

chief of which

the calm observation and record of a lew facts to start with.

1.

to see

issue of

says that

enough

competence of my critic (?)
even concerning plain statements made by
the writer of a newspaper article.
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that continues to live after the death of the body.

even

There

are,

nineteenth century, certain curious people who at
least hofe that this may be true.
There are even some who claim
that they have received communications from their "dead"
in

this

Now

friends.

suppose,

say, that a scientist should turn aside

I

from the more important question of bugs and skeletons

and since so many otherwise intelligent people are believers, it is
a scandal that there should be no scientific investigations worthy
the name. The man who can think those two statements identical I cannot regard as a good illustration of the scientific state

investigate a thing he, by that fact, admits that there is something
to investigate.
And, if he is a rational man, he considers the na-

of mind.

ture of the

He

3.

man

me

puts

in the position of saying, that

"when once

has persuaded himself that his particular nostrum

is

a

the

he will receive and promulgate any number of 'cases' supporting it that may be reported without any particular inquiry into
truth,

This

their reality."

Punch

cature in

did say

fact of gravity

just about as near to

like a

is

simple

is

is

what

I said as

What

photograph of Mr. Gladstone.

common

sense.

A

man who is

a cariI

familiar with the

Now,

tigate these absurd claims.

of course,

if

a

man

to inves-

consents to

supposed

fact to be investigated.
Does he expect
and cage him in his laboratory till he gets
through with him? Every sensible man knows that the mental
or nervous condition of even a hypnotic subject may make or mar

to catch a " spirit "

And

experiments.

all

these the

operator "

"

may be entirely unaAnd all this is

ble to control, as he can easily control his "salt."
a
"

thousand times more true

in

dealing with what

is

called

a

medium."
It is just this sort

does not need to go into an elaborate examination

of nonsense, of testing these things

in the

I quite fail to see the manifest absurdity of my inclining to the
opinion that they may be true, on the ground of my personal ac-

same way as one would conduct a purely physical experiment, that
I had in mind in my first article.
But the " scientific method "
must always be adhered to the method of getting facts first,
being sure of them and then trying to see what they mean afterward. But if it should ever happen that one were dealing with
an invisible intelligence of any kind, it is palpably absurd to talk

quaintance with similar things.

of treating such a fact as

of the statement of his small boy that, having flung a stone into
the air on a particular day,.it

fell back to the earth again.
have no means of verifying the statements as to thoughttransference that have been published by the English Societv. But
I

— as

—

was not my purpose to publish these
facts at present, I hardly see what right Mr. Ellis has to demand
that I either give up my personal property
these facts or else

And

if

true

is

it

—

hold

my

—

then, did

write the article at all?

I

request of the editor of this paper.
"scientific" observer

ought

to

And my

have seen

— was

and so object

I

wrote

purpose
not at

it

at the

— as

all to

anv

prove

com-

common

the subject as worthy of scientific attention, and to suggest

speak of

some

criticisms as to the temfer in

of "

my

how
4.

work

;

for

not to do

Mr.

It

was only

to

which the investigation ought
Mr. Ellis promises to render me valuable
the temper he shows is a first-class specimen

And

be carried on.

aid in

were a

" salt," or of

being able always

to

being "ordered around

" at

the caprice of the ex-

I express no belief in these things.
I only say that, if such
claims as these are ever to be investigated, these suggestions and
such as these have got to be taken into account. To defy all the

mend

the truth of mind-reading, or anything else.

to

if it

same experiment and get the same results at will.
This supposed invisible intelligence may have a will of his own,
to repeat the

perimenter.

peace.

Why,

—

—

Now, any one who jumps
alist

because

tific

temper that Mr.

spiritualism

it."

Ellis, again,

sense of the supposed conditions and facts and then to
as investigation at all, is manifestly a farce.

it

charges

me

with wanting some "sort ot

I

is

to the conclusion that I

say these things, will manifest the

has already done.

own

a spritu-

I only claim that if
should be investigated
claims and not according to methods which,

Ellis

to be investigated at

in the light of its

am

same unscien-

all, it
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while appropriate enough to "

salts," are

absurd as applied to

M.

asserted facts.

its

Savage.

J.

THE ENGLISH GOVERNMENT OF IRELAND.
To

Ottawa, Can., May

the Editors:

which
It is somewhat surprising to see the unanimity with
American newspaper and other writers condemn the English
government of Ireland. We do not wonder at this on the part
of the political press, because the necessity of catching the Irish
vote is sufficient to account for it. But we should expect to see

by those

not write for the purpose of conciliating the Irish. It is
sometimes difficult to balance the conflicting statements on either

who do

side.

Still,

Irish charges.
to

do justice

passed so

make

there are rational probabilities which should

people pause before they

The

fact

condemn

the English

that Parliament

is

government on

all

evidently so anxious

it has, during the last twenty years,
acts for that purpose, putting the Irish tenant in

to Ireland that

many

much better position than his fellow subjects in England and
Scotland, that an altogether disproportionate amount of its time
and attention has been given for many years to Irish affairs these

a

;

considerations form a strong presumption that there is something
wrong in the wholesale condemnation of the American press.
The most absurd tirade on English government in Ireland

The Open
I have yet seen, appears in the last number of
Court, written by an otherwise very sensible woman Mrs.
Stanton. She seems to have been reading some of the sham histories of Ireland, written by Irishmen, which bear about the same
that

—

relation to facts as the mythical

histories of ancient

Greece and

seems that " Down to the sixteenth century Ireland,
in her system of education and jurisprudence, was pre-eminently
the great center of progress and learning. To her free schools
and universities came students from every part of Christendom,
and Irish teachers and professors spread throughout the known

Rome.

It

We are told the still more astounding fact that " The
body of her laws, revised and codified, is now, by order of the
British government, being translated [out of the original Gaelic,
I suppose] and published as a rare and valuable treasury of ancient jurisprudence, Parliament making an annual grant for that
purpose since 1852." This must be news to British statesmen.
An annual grant for thirty-five years to translate and publish the
jurisprudence of the times of Brian Boru! "But alas!" Mrs.Stanton adds, "all this glory has departed. All the solemn treaties
made by England when Ireland consented to a union [the union
world."

took place in 1800] have one after another been violated; her
manufactures, by direct legislation, have been ruthlessly destroyed,
the education of her children made a penal offense [what would
Archbishop Whately, the author of Irish National Education,
have thought of this?], her lands confiscated, her troops dis-

banded."

And

so on, through a

column of

senseless abuse of

England, of which it is unnecessary to take any notice.
Every candid person in the United States must be struck by
the contrast between the North and the other three divisions of
Ireland; the one distinguished by content and prosperity as
much as the others by discontent and poverty. So far from Irish
manufactures being ruthlessly destroyed by English legislation,

we

see Belfast a flourishing manufacturing center, having

—

—

19, 18S8.

a disposition calmly to investigate the facts displayed

measure of improvement in legislation has been extended to IreEvery extension of the suffrage down to the latest one,
under Mr. Gladstone's government, which doubled the numbers
of the Parnellite party in the House of Commons has been in
common to the three kingdoms.
If it be said that the inhabitants of the North of Ireland are
of a different race from the rest of the island, that they are the
descendants of colonists from the dominant race in England and
Scotland, we may compare the aboriginal Irish with the inhabitants of Wales, who are of the same Celtic stock. The Welsh,
while protesting loudly against the Established Church, in which
few of them believe, are nevertheless prosperous and contented.
They also were conquered by the Saxon. But they do not shoot
their landlords; they do not refuse to pay their rents, and boycott
and murder those who do.
This leads us to the true cause of all the miseries of Ireland.
When the Reformation took place in England, the Welsh joined
with it at once. Like the Scotch people, they became and have
remained more Protestant than the English. The majority of
land.

grown

The Irish, unhappily, clung tenThe Church of Rome, since the
days of the Spanish Armada, has been the persistent enemy of
England, as she is to this day the enemy of every free people.
She has made the most of the adhesion of the Irish people. To
them

are strongly Methodist.

aciously to the old religion.

multiply the numbers of the faithful, she long encouraged early
and improvident marriages, till the population outran the resources
of the land. Forty years ago, a population of eight millions of
potato-fed people broke down under stress of famine and perished
in thousands, while no such calamity overtook any .other part of
the British islands. The Church has opposed the education of
the masses in Ireland, and has done everything in its power to
thwart the excellent system of national education established
chiefly by the influence of Archbishop Whately.
The first effect of home rule would be that the clergy would
get complete control of education, and everybody who knows
anything about education in the Province of Quebec knows what
Nevertheless, many thoughtful persons in America
that means.
say that the Irish ought to have home rule; that they ought to
have a Parliament of their own to manage local affairs, and
advice flows in from all quarters in the United States and Canada to the British people to abandon their system of legislative
union and adopt a federal system in its stead. But a legislative
union has many points in its favor, and the nation will be slow to
change it till they have better proof than they have yet had of
the success of the federal system on the other side of the
Atlantic.

J.

G.

W.

IS

MEMORY NECESSARY TO CONSCIOUS MENTAL

To

the Editors:

LIFE?
Morris Plains, N.J.

Mr. Daniel G. Thompson,
sonal Immortality," in

in his interesting article

The Open Court,

says that

on "Per-

memory

is

everywhere necessary to conscious mental life, because we can
only recognize an experience by reference to former experience
(in other words, by comparison), and upon this, if I understand
him rightly, he bases his hope of immortality, and at once recognizes the

weakness

of the position in the fact that

memory

is

apparently dependent upon bodily conditions.

tinguish the neighboring city of Glasgow, even to the building
of iron steamships, are here carried on. With the exception of
Catholic disabilities, which lasted twenty-nine years after the

Of course, if the continuance of conscious life is dependent
on memory, the logical result must be that immortality can only
is not memory, as he underexist when meroory is retained, but
stands it, rather a quality of the mind than of the soul, and as
such, necessarily dependent upon the existence of the body and

union, but which were abolished sixty years ago, the Irish people

a clog

from a town of a few thousands of inhabitants,
union, to a large city of 220,000.

at the

time of the

All the industries which dis-

North and
South, as well as with their fellow-subjects in England and ScotThere is perfect freedom of trade between them. Every
land.

are on a perfect footing of equality with each other,

—

— rather than an agent — of immortality

Surely,

we

are conscious of mental

any comparison or memory.
think, implies the existence of

life,

?

quite independently of

The fact that we know, that we
something of which we think, and

THE OPEN COURT.
if

comparison were necessary

to

conceive

to that experience,

which

possible to not think,

it

— therefore

is

we should have

We

unthinkable.

Would

it

there

not 6eem that

we

the fact that

it,

and

The mind

argument

the best

we

is

60 doing compare

in

conceives

—yes — but

what

true that
echo, as

proof

What once
was.
May

is,

it

Of

was,

but

it is

memory

not

the

fact ot

course, im-

cannot be otherwise.

It
is;

with

is

it

mind conceives, not the

past as well as future.
says:

for im-

think, rather than

the conception, which suggests the immortal.

mortality

Mr.

necessarily equally

or comparison be the

were, of immortality rather than, in any sense,

it

its

Thompson

Disintegration or dissolution

says:

merely disappearance, and we are bound to conunder appropriate conditions; but can
it be said of the soul, or immortal part, that it ever has appeared,
or ever disappeared? The body, we know, returns to the native
elements; but of that which animated it what do we know? We
cannot certainly affirm of it that it is disintegrated it may have
been a simple principle!
If immortality can be scientifically demonstrated, it must be,
it would seem, by seeking for the proof in an experience which
of the body

is

sider reappearance possible

;

is

as universal as death

itself.

Do we

not find this universal ex-

perience in the fact that an object of thought must exist before

thought

itself ?
must always have existed?
independently of that which thinks it?

exist,

"A

botany

must continue

to

And as man's thought embraces the eternal, does it not, in
embracing it, become eternal also? For that which existed before his thought was, is, and must always be.
Memory, as we
conceive it, is but one of the myriad manifestations of the possibility of thought, as thought, and may be the perishable or mortal
part of that which is imperishable and immortal.
If this be so,
the death of the body will be but one experience in the existence
of the eternal soul or thought; one link in an endless chain ot
being. This solution of the problem, if permissible, would at
once make immortality individual (if not personal) as the neceswould almost seem as if,
in such a connection, individual thought experience, through the
medium of the body, would alone make what we mean by persary result of individual experience.

It

is

others which are quite well suited to the needs of young beginToo many text books on scientific studies are written for
ners.
the few
to

makes them willing

taste for science

whose exceptional

encounter unusual

difficulties,

but such text books are

ill

suited

what they are
intended to encourage." Professor Bastin lays stress upon the
order of presenting a subject, as what is best for the average
for

general

student

is

the logical

use,

and often create a

arrangement of a mass of

"The mind

familiar

that

to

scientific facts

them, a position

Herbert Spencer, and one that
tion.

distaste for

not equally suited to the well-disciplined mind, " nor

logical order of inculcating

?

Again, Mr.

says in his preface:

we must seek

existence of that of which the

Thompson

Ashe

needed for high schools, academies and colleges of pharmacy and
medicine; there are works which are admirably adapted to
students of mature and scientifically trained minds, and there are

think of

former experience?

library could equal in the special

no cyclopaedia or

information afforded.

mortality in the existence of that of which
in

that

is

an object of thought; therefore that
object existed before our thought conceived it, and must always
have existed, or we could not conceive it as having done so.
think

work, but Professor Bastin has written a valuable

botanical
treatise

3°7

is

is

necessarily the

strongly taken by

affecting all branches of educa-

of the pupil should be led from that which is
is
less so— from the known to the

which

unknown." Professor Bastin, therefore, leads his classes to
observe, accurately, roots, stems, leaves and other structures, with
which they are already more or less acquainted, before the intricacies of all organization are taken up, requiring the use of the

compound microscope and

trained observing faculties.

The

ele-

mentary facts and principles of botany are presented simply,
clearly and with regard to the natural growth of the student's
mental faculties. The too liberal use of technical terms has been
Familiar plants have been selected from which to
avoided.
illustrate structures, and a copious glossary is appended.
The abundance of illustrations throughout the work lighten
the

student's

labor greatly.

Most

these are

of

drawn by the

author.

and not books about plants, or mere botanical names,
upon as the subject matter. First, the organs or
instruments with which plants do their work, as roots, stems,
leaves, parts of flowers, their forms and modifications are treated;
then the microscopic details, and under the head of physiology
Plants,

are insisted

the

way

plants and their parts do their

classification

main and

The

first

comes

which

last,

work

in older

are discussed.

The

works was made the

consideration.

facts of evolution are

strongly brought out in a matter-

of-fact way, without the apologies, polemics or aggressiveness,
thought necessary a decade ago in such a presentation. Professor

and then only as contingent to, and
not as an absolute necessity of, individual eternal life. That which
is personal may die, if not with the body, later; but that which is

Bastin became very adroit at this method of teaching, when,
years ago, he taught botany (as well as all the other sciences) in
His students imbibed Darwinism withthe Chicago University.

embracing an object
must be as eternal as the

out knowing that they had done so, and his associates, the theological professors, bewailed the degeneracy of the modern student's
intellect in that it sought reasons for things in preference to rely-

sonal immortality possible,

individual, as the experience of thought,

necessarily eternal, cannot die, but
object

it

am

I

can conceive, otherwise

my

so fully aware of

it

could not conceive

it.

ignorance of philosophy that

I

can only beg Mr. Thompson's indulgence for these remarks, in
consideration of

Unfortunately,

most

of us

my

it is

women
when

losophy and,

very deep interest in the subject of his paper.
this

ignorance which makes

to follow the hopeful

"faith"

quagmire of doubt which

is
is

so difficult for

it

views of

scientific phi-

no longer possible, leaves us in that
our dismal nineteenth century inher-

Yours

itance.

truly,

Janet

E.

Ruutz-Rees.

ing upon tradition.

grate upon the sensibilities of an old-timer.

in

By Edson

S. Bastin, A. M., F.

R.M.S.

Medica and Microscopy
the Chicago College of Pharmacy. G. T. Engelhard &

Professor

of

Botany,

Materia

There

is

not

much room

for originality in the

make up

of a

for

For instance, though

sort of classification, however
of the most convenient mnemotechnical aids was the termination of the noun and adjective
denoting the order, "aa?" Broad-minded old Asa Gray, who
readily conceded the truths of evolutionism, but who left the
is

etc.,

necessary.

work of revision

Co., Publishers: Chicago, 1887.

relish

the abolition of hard and fast demarcations

intogenera, varieties,

arbitrary,

Elements of Botany.

all

Some of these
bing their eyes and pricking up their ears.
changes the professor is not responsible for and these especially
we mav agree upon

BOOK REVIEWS.

Professor Bastin's pupils lost

dogmatism, inspired or expired.
In Professor Bastin's book a defense of some nomenclatural
changes would have been in order, for, however much they may
really be justified in the teacher's mind, they shock those who
learned the olden names of divisions, classes and orders into rub-

some

One

to a later generation, affords us Compositacecz,

instead of Compositor.

The euphonious

sacrifices in the case

of

—

—

—
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Labiativ and Leguiminosce even

Gray had adopted, but if there is
anything in the retention of a terminal to designate a division it
should be general. In chemistry the endeavor to make all the
metals end

in

"turn" or " urn" as Ferruni,

Potassium would be

as unreasonably

balked, if Hydrogen took rank as metallic,
because Hydrogenium would sound oddly. Most of Professor
Bastin's changes fall among the cryptogamous series.

He

— —

is

celebrated for a vast

amount

which he modestly does not include in
and physiological parts are very

work upon plant hairs,
this work.
The histolog-

of

John C. Ropes, who gives us

companionship of an intellectual wife, to whom he dedicates his
Her sympathy and interest in his work he affectionately
acknowledges.
s. v. c.

book.

Columbus;

or,

A Hero

New World. An

of the

by D. S. Preston. New York and London
nam's Sons, 1SS7 pp. 99.

play,

historical

G. P. Put-

:

John

—

The

students of history as to the ladies.

story department

is

full

and inviting.

The Journal du

Ciel, semi-monthly,

is

published by Joseph

Vinot, Cour de Rohan, Paris, to popularize the study of astron-

omy and

is

the organ of the Society of

members

scribers to the Journal are

Astronomy. All subOther mem-

of the Society.

bers pay one franc yearly.
Those who choose to act as corresponding members will be furnished with instructions for observation and, so far as the society can afford it, with instruments.
One hundred and sixty-two such observers were at work Sep-

The

tember, 1S84.

pay

etc., to members who
The Journal itself for May 18

society loans pamphlets,

six francs a year, beside postage.

gives the Ephemeris, or time of rising and setting of sun,

;

new

half dozen

Moore, Murat, Ney, Grouchy, Wellington, Bliicher, and Sir
Thomas Picton, from the author's own collection. "A Girl's
Life Eighty Years Ago
selections from the letters of Eliza
Southgate Bowne " will be found interesting reading as well to

ical

interesting, and form an
important addition to general knowledge.
Professor Bastin is well known to scientists as a thoroughgoing conscientious student and teacher. He is fortunate in the

some

in addition to

pictures (caricature and other) of Napoleon, those of Sir

moon,

This patriotic poem is highly praised by Edwin Booth, as
well as by James Russell Lowell, and is dedicated to the latter in

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, with the positions of
these and other planets, from June 27 to July 10. There are also

verses felicitously recalling those delightful hours in which he
taught the Harvard students to appreciate Dante. The first act

records of observation of shooting stars, comets, etc.

has had a prize from the

shows us Columbus in the Alhambra obtaining, through the generous sympathy of Queen Isabella, means to set out for America,

are too practical for this to be possible; but

we can

all

read with

sympathy the melodious

lines in which the high-souled queen
encourages and consoles the great discoverer, who is nowhere
portrayed more noblv.

The Sailing of King Olaf and other Poems. Bv
Williams Brotherton. Chicago: Charles II Kerr & Co.,
.

1SS7.

Price $1.00; pp. 145.
The writer of these

poems whom we have known hitherto
mainly as a poet serious, devotional, and tenderly spiritual in her
expression, comes to us in this radiant and beautiful little volume
in a role new to us in her, but in the oldest and most delightful
poet fashion— as a balladist of romance, and her "Sailing of King
Olaf," "The Cardinals Saraband," " Dorothy Vernon's Flight,"
"Malison," "Saga of the Quern-Stones," "The Poison Flask"
and others, will stir the blood of youth and age equally, the one
from sympathy and the other for remembrance. The poems are
divided into four departments, the first unnamed, the others under
the headings "Carmina Votiva;"
" Rose Songs, etc.,"
and
" The Inner Life."
The artistic cover depicts the vessel of King
Olaf on its weird trip, and the book is a credit to its publishers

—

—

as well as to

its author, whose charming portrait adorns the
page and gives an added value to her sweet singing.
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first
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each issue.
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C. Mills, Rockford,

much pleasure in reading The Open Court, and wish
prosperous life. Rosa L. Segur, Toledo, Ohio.
I
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number
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weather!

I
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to see
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Isabel Underhill, Locust Val-
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ley,

I

with

deeply regretted the abandonment of The Index, but

The Open Court

that

I feel I

have

lost nothing.

am so
Emory

well pleased
P.

Robinson,
'

Sidney, Ohio.

numbers of The Open Court have been
me. I believe you have laid a foundation on which
financial success. — H.
Fulton, Davenport, la.
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first

a pleasure and profit to
to build to literary

and

C

I

of

think you ought to be overwhelmed with congratulations on the success

The Open Court.

grows more
Alice

The Journal

des Sciences.

INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSIONS.

despite the opposition of

haughty nobles and superstitious priests.
His whole tone of thought is so enthusiastic and imaginative that
those who can share it will find nothing incongruous in the
appearance of the guardian genius of the United States, which
quells the mutiny upon the ocean.
A similar vision ends the
drama, which leaves the discoverer restored to the favor of his
sovereigns, who had been temporarily offended by his disorderly
administration, as well as by his sending Indians to Spain to be
sold as slaves.
There is action and pathos enough in the play
to make it a success on the stage provided that these visions
could be made to seem impressive to the audience. Perhaps we

Academy

Certainly

it

is

a

wonderfully progressive paper, and

inviting every issue.—Janet E. Rees, Morris Plains, X.J.

The
I do not feel so lonesome as I thought I would without The Index.
high character and sustained*excellence of The Open Court leave nothing to
lie desired.
In fact I would not well know how to get along without it. You
may rest assured I shall miss no opportunity to procure subscribers to The

Open Court. — R.J. Moffat, North Sydney, N.

Max

Muller

is

B.

one of the most prominent names

in

science and literature.

give a great lift to The Open Court to have original articles from his
pen, especially those you have secured, they being lectures that have been delivered at the Royal Institution. I wish you could enlist a few more of the EuIt will

ropean celebrities. Haeckel might be willing to contribute. He has been and
may still be at Rhodes studying Medusa'. E. Montgomery.

—

read in The Index last year an article on " Protection" tucus
a non lucendo analyzing its social and political development, and also one
recently in The Open Court on " Ethics in Public Affairs," and I trust other
writings of like import and spirit will occasionally appear in your columns.
I

was glad

to

—

Class agitation and class administration constitute the bete noir of civilization

and tend to deprave human conduct in all its dealings. But in the light of an
" open court " I trust the uncleanness of this beast may be exposed and perhaps
some day it will be disowned by the world.—John Henry Elliott,
Keenc, N. II.

Some

years ago

I

read several lectures delivered by you, and, while not
all justified your conclu-

believing that the evidence you based yourself upon at

The

of Thackeray's letters

Scribner's Monthly

is

sufficient to

one, but apart from this

ness and variety of
the

I was pleased with your general
treatment of religion, and believe
you are honest and try to be fair. It is to be regretted that neither Christians nor "infidels" always deserve the above praise, and it is a sad fact that
Christians are frequently very unfair, and, along with many " infidels," are far
from liberal under any reasonable construction of the term. My object, however, at this writing is simply to obtain a copy of The Open Court. A. M.
Carlisle, Tallahassee, Fla.
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